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PRESCOTT
I understand that these are to be Bible studies, and not
sermons. I shall ask you to join with ryein the study, in the
reading, and hope you will have Bibles.at hand, and will be
present to read at any time any scripture that may be called for,
and if so, we may enter into the work not as preachers, but
as those who are to study simply 'under a leader.
I have been asked torlead in the study upon the person of
Christ. I have been much embarrassed to know how to deal with
this subject in the brief time that is necessarily allotted to
the field. It can at best be only suggestive, but I would like
to say this at the start, that my purpose in my own study of this
theme and in anything I may present, will not be to present a
theory about the person of Christ, but to come to a knowledge
of him, to learn how we shall deal with him, and to see how this
viewpoint will effect our study of the Bible and our teaching
and preaching of the Bible. I ask that you will bear that in mind }
that this vie point may have a very decided bearing upon the clues- •
tion of our own personal study of the Bible, and then necessarily
upon our method of presenting the gospel. I ask you to bear that
in mind.
Revelation 14:6: gives the foundation of this message.
Reading from the Revised Version:
"And I saw another angel flying in mid-heaven, having eternal
good tidings to proclaim unto them that dwell on the earth, and
unto every nation and tribe and tongue and people."
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What follows is a development of the everlasting gospel
and what conditions are created by the everlasting gospel, both
for and against it, the fall of Babylon, the people who keep
the commandments of God. But what I want to emphasize is that
the message that we are to proclaim is'the everlasting gospel.
Romans 1:1, 3, omitting, I think, the second verse.
"Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, called to bean apostle,
separated unto the gospel of God . . . concerning his Son, who
was born of the seed of David according to the flesh."

A definition, as it were, of the gospel. "The gospel of
God concerning his son. We have other definitions of the
"The power of God unto salvation to everyone' that
gospel --'
believeth"-- but that grows out of this. This I take to be
a fundamental statement. The gospel is the good news Concerning
his son, and our experience in the gospel depends upon our
personal attitude toward his son. That is the primary thing.
Out of that will come all doctrines, all experiences, but primarily the gospel is the good news to this world concerning
his son. Our acceptance of the gospel is our acceptance of that
good news; and that means actually the acceptance of the person
of the one this good news speaks. But I want to emphasize
those things. The everlasting gospel is thismessage. The
same gospel as of old, the gospel is the gospel concerning his
son. Now let us read another scripture, 1 Core 15:1-4 (R.V.)
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Now what is the primary thing, a thing that he received and
that he delivered to them first of all? It was facts concerning
the person of Christ. The death of Christ, t?ie fact that he was
buried and knew he was dead. The fact that he was raised from
the dead. Christ died and rose from the dead. That is what
he delivered to them first. That is fundaMental in the
gospel, and in his letter to the Galatians in the fifth chapter,
"lou remember the purpose of this epietb. Re came and set forth
Christ openly crucified'among them. Some one else came and wished
to add - on something to that gospel, and their message was
Christ and . That was the message from Jerusalem too, from the
leaders. Paul withstood that message because he said it was
contrary to the truth of the gospel. He even withstood Peter to
his face because he went not according to the truth of the Feospel
of the son of God, Now summing up at the end,( fifth chapter,
second, verse:
"Behold, I paul say unto you, that, if ye receive circum—
cision, Christ Will profit you nothing
Now when he came to sum up the situation in these chapters,
what was it? It was a question whether they had Christ or whether
he profited them nothing. Whether they were in fellowship with
Christ or severed from Christ. If they submitted to this new
gospel of Christ and,—they were severed from Christ, and that is
the end of the gospel when they are severed from that person.
I wanted this as introductory to the subject. I feel that
this subject is fundamental, and I believe it should have a very
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definite influence upon our personal study of tne scriptures and
upon our writing, preaching, teaching, and thatit should have
a
a very definite bearing upon the influence of our courses of
Bible study in our schools.
Now let us consider this question of Christ in the gospel
as a part.of a larger field. Personally I have found great help
in looking at it in this way. I look at it this way: Here is
this period of sin. We will say it is represented for us by
It
this ruler. 'Theo* comes in between two eternities. During this
period, no new principles of the character of God are introduced,
nothing new concerning the character, the purpose of God, are
introduced. The same principles that belong in this eternity
and that will be true in this eternity are true in this ltwited
portion of time. It is simply a question of the application of
those principles to peculiar circumstances during this time.* That
is what constituted the application of the good news concerning
the son of God. During a part of this 4timmo..he himself was
manifested in time. The most remarkable mystery of the
gospel, that he who is from eternity to eternity should actually be
manifested in time, so that finite creatures could deal with him
as manifested in time ouf of those double eternities.
Let us read in. the epistle of Colossians. It is upon this
foundation that the Apostle places his gospel of salvation.
Col. 1:12: "Giving thanks unto the Father, who made us meet to
be partakers of the inheritance of the saints in light; who delivered us out of the power of darkness, and translated us into
the kingdom of the Son of nis love." Note that he uses the word
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Son here, not the kingdom of Christ nor the kingdom of God.
This particular expression has its force here, as the use of the
word Son in Romans, as we read, "The gospel of God concerning his
Bon." Not Jesus Christ, but his Son. "Ware translated out of the
power of darkness into the kingdom of the Son of his love, In
whom"-- observe the expression -- "we have our redemption." That
is sufficient. That covers it all. And that redemption we have
in ,him has a distinction from a doctrine about him. That redemption is in him. "In whom we have our redemption, the forgiveness
of our sins.""Who is the image of the invisible God, the first
born of all creation'. For in him were all things created, in
the heavens and upon the earth, things visible and things invisible,
whether thrones or dominions or principalities or powers; all
things have been created through him, and unto him." (Revised
Version, Col 1:15-17)
"In him." The distinction is worthy of careful. attention..
"In him." "Through him,""unto him," all things are created,
Seventeenth verse:"Andhe is before all things, And in him all
things consist," or subsist, or hold together, or maintain their
existence. In the 17th verse the expression is "before all
things." This is more than an expression of time. It is an
expression of time, but it is much more than that. Time
grows out of the other. In the person of his Son, all things
have their existence and upon his preexistence the existence of
all visible things depend. We have the expression in the third
of Revelation, "The beginning of the Creation of Sod. Some
have used that text to prote that Christ was a created being,
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trying to parry the force of the text by saying we should say
beginning. No, "He is before all things.7 There would be no
visible things except for his pre-existence, and when the onlybegotten came into the world, all manifestations that have appeered since that time were potentially in him.
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And all visible things are but the manifestation to finite beings
capable of being comprehended by the senses granted to created
beings, or what was really in Him before He appeared in these
visible forms, In Him all thinge hold together, subsist, have their
existence.: That is, His pre-existence is the existence of all
things that now exist, that are visible to us. His continued existence is the condition upon which all present things continue to
exist.
Now, why is that of any importance to us? That is the
very foundation upon which he rested the statement. The existenoe
of all things that now exist in material forms,--things visible and
things invisible,--are based upon the pre-existence of Chriat.
The Son existed before all these things existed in time, and as an
absOlute essential condition of their existence. Why should we
emphasize that? That is what He lays down here as the foundation
of His gospel. That is why in Him we have redemption, for.in Him
this is true.
First "in 'lime" then "through Him," then "unto Him":
"Through Him": He was the agent through Whom all things came into
being. "All things were made by Him, and without Him was not anything made that was made." That is the very foundation of cur hope •
of the gospel, of salvation.
"Unto Him": As "in Him," "through Him," so "unto Him,"
All things return unto Him, and you have, as it were, the circle in
creation. It is the very same as we have it in the whole Bible,
because when you have gone through the whole Scripture to the 22nd.
chapter of Revelation, you come back to the first chapter of Genesi,
when
of creation, you come back to the begiAandeyou have gone the circle
ning. He is the beginning and the ending. We read in the first

chapter of John's gospel, "In the beginning the Word. vols.". There
is a great difference in the way you read that. We have to have
the beginning of things. To us, there is a. beginning; but when you
strike that which to us was the beginning,, you can look_ beak- and
the-

say the word -was, with: no time limit at
Word was at that time that we call the beginning, that
ning oame, and that= all things have come since , the begt
that all things are now in our period of `existence that
by time as finite beings must do.
It: is because He was at that time-

t we call the be

ning that we 08121 rest our confidence upon Him as our Saviour, anti
upon no other basis. Therefore, in writing to the Colossia.ne,_
where this error of giostioiam was creeping in,---a false interpretation of the question of creation, hat - He pointed
that the founds.titui ot the gospel rested there; and that
sion of that was a perversion of the gospel.
face the same. thing today. It has been true all, the
time, that any error ooncerning the literal_crreatiort- of the world
leaor.to an error concerning the gospel. -- That : is the basis- of -giostioistal --new ideas concerning the relation of the Son of God.
to creation.k. And. therefore He points out in this chapter that
the Son of God. is not a created being.
He does not use the term gnostioism, but he is meeting
that error. We have the same situation today,--that is, such
theories concerning the relation of God to material things; and.
we need. to come back to this very same truth, that an error oonoerning creation is a certain error concerning the gospel; and, for
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this reason this period of time during which sin appears in. the
world is not a separate period to be taken apart from the two
eternities, but must be considered in the light of those eternities, and the-principles that applied before this period must be
applied here, and the principles that applied before will be applied to all eternity.
Therefore, I regard this question of the person of Christ
as fundamental to the whole question of the troth of the gospel,
and notably so now in the situation that we face and the oriels
that we have to deal with.
Not dwelling upon that further, but turning now to Luke
19:10:

Son of man is come to seek and to save that which

was lost." Hare is a period of time during which a special work
is done. Something has been lost. That which was lost is to be
regainad, and for that purpose the Son of man--notice the
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comeflo seek and to save that which was lost." Now we have in
some places, as in 1 John 3:8, "Ft?: this purpose the Sob of
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was manifested.* Now it is the "Son of man," and there is a di*
ference in the use of the term. "The Son of man is come to seek
and to save that which was lost."
Now refer to Eph. 1:9, 10. We have to break into thin
sentence: "Making known unto us the mystery of his will, according to his good pleasure which he purposed in him unto a dispensation of the fulness of the times, to sum up all things in Christ*
the things in the heavens, and the things upon the earth;"ImiNow,
if you will read this epistle to the Ephesians right through, and
Just note the number of times this expression occurs,--"In Christ,"
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"in Him," "in Whom,"-you will find this whole epistle to be an
exposition of the third verse: "Blessed be the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with every spiritual
blessing in tna heavenly places in Christ.n
The point I want to especially emphasize i the 10th
verse. The expression used here is "to sum up all things in
Christ." You have the Greek Testament,- Brother Howell, and you
see that that word means "to head up." We take the Latin word
await, which means head, and we put it into the verb, and we say
*recapitulate" when we mean to sum up the whole argument. That
does not exactly bring out the idea. If we could use the word to
re-head all things in Christ, it would express the idea.
The first Adam was placed as the head of creation, the
vice-gerent of God. He was crowned as king, crowned with glory

and honor. He lest that place; but the purpose of God that a man.
shall has be the head of-this world in creation is not set aside
at all, but in order that that purpose shall be carried out, His
own Son becomes the man, the second Adam; and now it is His purpose
•
to re-head all things in Christ, theiperson.
Our relation to Him, as to whether we acknowledge Him as
the new head or whether we accept nathe god of this world who
has obtained the headship, is wholly a question of our personal
experience. It is not a question of assenting to some doctrines
or some creed. Hare is God's eternal purpose. Our relation to
that eternal purpose as He is working it out in the arson of Hie
Son,: is the whole question of our religion. If we acknowledge
Christ to be the new head, and therefore accept Him as our head,
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and accept the Scriptures statement, "Christ is the head of every
man," that gives Him His place in this sebemee To do that means
absolute surrender of self, absolute denial of the god of this world,
absolute rejection of all the principles.of the kingdom of this
world, and a practical adoption in the life of the principles
of the kingdom of which Be is the headc That is religion. That
means a very definite personal experience in this question of
relation to God's eternal purpose.
Passing on now, turn to Act, 10:36. When Peter is preach
ing for the first time to the Gentiles, what does he set forth?
This is the first going out of the gospel to the gentiles, also
to Cornelius. Versa 36: "The word which he sent unto the children

of Iseael, preaching good tidings of peace by Jesus Christ (he is
Lord of all)--" dots the double force of that statement: First,
his lordship; second, the extent of his lordship. Peter is preaohn
ing to the Gentiles. It is a question as to whether the gospel
is to go to the Gentiles. Christ is tee new heads but not c' tim
Jews only,--Be is Lord of all. That is the gospel, that le the
good news.
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2 Car. 4:5. Here we have a little touch that I like
in the Revised version. "For we preach not ourselves, but
- Christ Jesus the Lord"--who, who is Lord of all." We preach
not ourseltes, but Christ Jesus is Lord.
Now there are various phases of preaching Chtist.
This one is fundamental

This is the foundation truth. He is

Lord of all. To submit to his rule is to be a Christian. To
refuse his rule is to belong to the synagogue of Satan. There
are two camps, just as real as -in any war here upon earth.
We are to view these things not as theoretical theories, but as
actual facts in which we acta part; and that is what will
settle the whole question of, our personal experience.

preaci

not ourselves, but Christ Jesus is Lord."
Phil. 2: --This brings us to the triumphs. In the early
part of the chapter, after he has spoken of Christ having taken
the flesh, humanity,--9th to 11th verses. "Wherefore-- because
he became obedient even unto death, even the death on the t oross,
"wherefore God also hath highly, exalted him, and given him
name which is above every name; that at the name of Jesus"-why Jesus rather than Christ? Why in thri name of Jesus? it is
not now in the name of Christ, in the name of the Son. It is
in the name of Jesus Christ--Why? He has just told of his
humility, being made in the likeness of man. Now the same
one who was made in the likeness of man, the same One that
thought it not a prize to be grasped to remain on equality with
God, who emptied himself and took upon himsels t;le form of a
servant--that is Jesus; that in the name of that ny
person, Jesus, "every knee should bow.

.and every ton :rue
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confess!' that Jesus the Christ, *Jesus Christ is Lord to the
glory of God the Father.°
Now from these simple Scriptures that I have read
we sae the field that I am leading to. The everlasting gospel,
the gospel of God concerning his Son. His purpbse is to
reconcile all things in Christ, because,in him all,things
are created. Now we must bear in mind that until he came
into the world in this form there was not that distinction
which we make between nature and grace, between natural
and saritual. It is.sin that has brought that distinction
to us. Before that all things were spiritual. All things
were natural, 'nit all things were spiritual, and there was not
that distinction bo be drawn between nature and grace, betweea
natural and spiritual. Sin brought in that gap, that distinction,
Now we have to recognize that distinction.

Now he proposes to

reconcile all things in Christ, and when that purpose is •
accomplished all things will be spiritual, All things wall be
natural, too, but they will be spiritual. There will not
distinotion to draw between them.
Now it is his puipose that the Son shall be the
head; that he shall be Lord, and it shall be to the glory
of God the Father. The question of our religion is not the
question of our defending a creed; it is not a question of
our proving that we teach doctrines in harmony-eith this book.
Religion is a question of personal relation to s person.
Out of that all doctrines will come. Upon that we have a living
creed, and a living creed is always quivering -- you cannot put
it into a mold. A living creed means growth,

vancement
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constantly. And when one grows he does not nullify west he
waa born with. Because a. boy increases in weight, he does not
spoil what he has grown before. So with a person who grows
in the Christian life -- he does not repudiate the growth already
made, butrhe will be more than he was before of the same
kind, and not contradict himself. The new growth created will
not contradict itself, will not set aside fundeeental things

and get a new foundation. It will be a growth, it sillbe a
life.

The problem, of course, is how shall we deal with

this question from this standpoint. This will mon gbvern
the whole question of our personal study, of our teaching,
of our writing, of our preaching -- just how we relate ourselves
to these simple facts that I have st ted will determine whetter
we view things from the standpoint of doctrine, the standpoint
of certain subjects that make up the gospel, or whether we view

it from this one standpoint, the person of Christ and our
relation to that person; and that out of that all doctrines
shall be developed, and upon that all teachings shall be based.
Now we will try to develop the same and more as we proceed.

Now let me call attention to another simple
Scripture so familiar --John 14:8. This is the answer of Jesus.
"Thomas saith unto him, Lord, we know not whither thou goest;
and how know we the way? Jesus saith unto him, I ■ --I ■am the

way, the truth, and the life." That is, the way is not a
the

path apart from m person. The person is the way. Through him

we have access to one seirit unto the Father, and Ha is our
only way to God.. He eas the only way out for Cod. If we
can conceive this idea: When God the Father went forth he went
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forth in the person of hie Son. He himself is the way, and
there is no other way back to God than by the way He manifested
himself. He is the way.

am the truth." Truth is more than

a statement of fact. If I say,"I releape my hand.upon this
ruler and It drops upon the table,mthat is a fact. That
statement is. true. .:That is not truth as spoben of in the
.Scriptures. That is not truth as it is in Jesus, because
truth is a lilting reality. The law was given by Moses, but
grace and reality came through Jesus Christ, Truth 1.0 a
personality. All truth is in-Him„ and apart from Him all, is
fele% That is the difference between semblance and reality.
Sin is a seMblance. Satan is a semblance, an apPsarama, a sabot
Christ is reality. That is the contrast. It is in. the person.
and what goes out from this person. To apprehend Christ
as the person of truth, the reality, not a *ham, not a mere
appearance not a, shell that when one takes hold of it It
will break and be found empty; but in him as a person is found.
all that is real.
Now

it immediately follows from this that any

one who pretends to have any truth outside,of Christ ie caught
in a lie. That is the basis of all heathenism. They exchange
the truth of God for a lie.

If you look at that text in

Romans -- you look at It, Brother Howell. Romans 1:35 is
the philosophy of all heathenttm, whether In China or in the
United States. You look, Brother Howell, and see if you do. not
find the definite article

--(Greek word mentioned)

(Professor Howells Yee.)

Now, instead of•"they ch4nged

tru th of God into a lles pthey lehanged the truth of God
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into the lie." What is the lie?
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forth this desoription of the man of sin who sets himself up
above all that is called God„ or that is worshipped, so that
'he as God sitteth in the temple:of God, sheaving himself that'.
he is God, Then what? -- Ninth, and tqnth versestL 'toss
coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and

lying wonders, and with all deceivablehese of unrighteousness
in them that perish; :because they received not the love
the truth, that they might be.saved. And for this cause God
sendeth them a working of. error that they should:believe the lie."
Isn't it --Answer. Tee Sir. What is the lie? It is putting

somethihg else in the place of God. :The lie that has caught
the world is described here as the man who sets himself forth

as God. That is the lie. What is the truth? That. Christ is
God. Here we face the message against the beast and his image.
What is - the lie? -- Some one elsein the glace of he

man

action

of-God according to Christ. That is the truth? Christ in the
manifestntiOn of-God.. Does not that attach something else to
our meseageagainst the beast:and his image-

We are not to- -

magmify the lie, but we are to- magnify Him who is the truth;
and that will be the answer to the, lie. All lies or falsehoods are
summed up there. Isaiah :says the one that has the mark of the
image inhbis right hand is a lie.

He is the truth.-

We are to magnify Him, the person, as the truth. And then we
are to reveal the truth incur life. It is not sufficient
to know what is truth. The truth is to be revealed in our

lives. The truth is that Christ is Lord of all --Lord of me.
That is the truth. That truth must be revealed in my life
before

that parson can be revealed in my life; and the only

way that that truth can be revealed in my life is that the
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person who Se the truth shall be there himself and reveal
it. "I am the way, the truth, the life.' The person
is Christ.

Amen.
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PRINCIPLES OF PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION
by
M. C. Wilcox.
Principles are greater than facts. They are to the
student of the Holy Scriptures what the "blue print" is tothe
builder. The "blue print" enables the builder to place themany
parts—often puzzling, individually

PTO

collectively considered,

many.quite similar--just where they.belong in the finiaWbd.
structure. One timber is ten feet two Pni one-eighth inches
long; another ten feet two and five-eighths inches long. Other-wise their dimensions are the same. The difference is the mere
matter of half an inch, but in accurate measurement in a perfect
structure, the little difference is vital. The blue print shows
the place of each and both. We might crowd, hammer, and. bolt
than in out of place, but the frame is warped, its perfection
marred., and the structure is inharmonoos, The builder himself
.deteriorates in character by doing such faulty work. The following of the accurate measurements of the "blue print" would havEsaved him the fatal blunder.
There-are many facts of scripture which do not place them-.
selves. Left to mere human conjecture, ursuided by true principles
tf interpretation, men are liable to go astray in the placing of

the fact. The fact is helpful in its own place. It is emtarrassin2
if our of place, and its wrong application blinds the judgment and
obscures the vision of him who so errs.
I will not attempt to enumerate all the great principles of
interpretation. Tha task would be too great, and we would not have

tiiie to consider then. These which follow will perhaps be sufficie:

to illustrate at least the importance of the blue print in the
study of doctrtnal questions.
1. The Unity of the Word
The sixtysix books, or tracts, as they have been called, are
one book and have one atthor. They were given, it is true, through
two score channels--more or less-- and these books are stamped
with theindividual characteristics of the respective writers, but
the author is divine. It was the eternal' word by the Spirit
moving upon the men who wrote. These books are written in the
words used by. Moses, Samuel, Nathan, Joel, Isaiah, Ezekiel,
Matthew, John, Paul; and theothers; nevertheless the collection
of these books are "the Word of Jehovah," "the Scriptures of
Truth," "the Holy Scriptures."

"The Spirit of Jehovah spake by

me," said David, "and. his word was upon my tongue." 2Sam.23:2.
"Which things also we speak, notin words which man's wisdom teach- '
eth, but which the Spirit teacheth," says Paul. 1Cor.2:13. "Which
the Holy Spirit spake before by the mouth of David concerning
Jesus," says Peter. Acts 1:16. See also 1Peter 41:11, 2 Peter 2:21;
2 Tim. 3:16, et al. It is not the opinion of Moses or Isaiah or
Jeremiah or Paul or Peter, or What these men think ; it is the
word of God.
It is the great Master Musician using all the various
instruments ohwhich to give to the world the harmonies of God.
It may be a Jews' harp, a trombone, an organ, a piano; The music
is that of the Master Musician speaking through the various
instruments; or,. to use another figure, the Master Architect
building thetemple of divine revelation by the different builders.
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2. One Teaching
The Bible is one doctrine, one teaching, with its'correlated
parts. Sometimes we make these parts stand out as almost separate
and unrelated doctrines, but they are all one and are ever known
as onel doctrine, or better, perhaps, as one teaching of God.
. ,
ntoctrines"--plural--is left to error. Jehovah is one, "the same
yesterday,.and to-day, and forever," one omniscientI onnipresent,
all-wise God of love and justice andmercy. 'He has one moral
sts, dnrd of righteousness, of character. The Bible knows but one_
all-sufficient Sacrifice and Saviour.

The great divine plan

binds together with. the crimson and golden cords of truth anri
love the whole structire of His Word.. It is divine pnihuman even
as its Giver, Christ Jesus is divine andhuman.
3. The Law of First Mention
By this we man that the first mention of any great or
important fact, event, or teaching carries that primary meaning,
throughout the Word. This must be in order to preserve the
divine unity, The ruleof the builder must be the same throughout.
Elsewise we are lento conjecture and guess work. To illustrate:
(a) "In the beginning," that unmeasured period. antedating- the six
days.of -enesis, gives the meaning to that expression in all'
subsequent passages, as in Prov. 8:22,23; John 1:1. (b) The
sanctification of the seventh day, the origin of the Sabbath.
Gen. 2:2,3. (c) The marriage relation, Gen. 2:18-24; Matt.19:3-8.
(d) The creation of man, the serpent, the fall of man, the Deluge,
are a few other instances of what holds good throughout the Bible.
The first mention expresses the divine thought not alone for that
pas sage,

but for the future.
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4. The Law of Comparative `Mention
The first mention, while revealing the principle of
terminology in unity, does not always express the full meaning.
This can be learned only by comparing all the passages upon the
subject. .The primal meaning is not changed, but modified,
developed,-as the Sabbath question, and the fall of man, for
instance. To base all upon one mention bnly might lead us into
extreme position.
6„The Law of Full Mention
The first mention of a fact or event or phase of truth is
not always, or perhaps generally, a full mention, especially as
so many of the first mentions are found in the marvelously condensed bock of Genesis. But somewhere in the Word the thingis more
fully developed, as forinstance, the Seed of Gen.3:15, core fully
developed in Galatians 3. Yet in the fuller development the primal
thought holds.
6. The Law of Illustrative Mention.
Oftentimes the great thought or phase of truth is illustratef,
as in the parable of the sower, the wheat and. the tares,(Matt.13),
the Good Shepherd (John 10).
7. The Word Paramount
The Word of God must be always paramount. Whatever devout
men may hold, or have held, whatever maybe the views of politicians,
statesmen, or philosophers, however reasonable or plausible the
views or opinions of these man may be, the Word of God is, and must
be, paramount, although its verification or fulfilment may seem to
human reason far away or humanly improbable. Depending upon the '
sayings or reasonings of men for the eludidation or fulfilment of

•
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.the Word, there is danger of making men paramount, or of narrowing and Crystallizing the meaning of the expanding truth,of God.
•It has been weilsaid by a recent writer: "It is better to keep
within the Bible itself for the settlement of its problems; and
to treat the whole 'Book as the context. of all its parts.".
—"Companion Bible," Note at Beginning of Book of Job. The
center and circum0erence of that word is Christ, the Alpha and
Omega, a personai Saviour, Friend, and Guide.
8, Revealed, Not Reasoned Out.
Prophecy is given to the children of men that they may
know what no human knowledge, reasonings, or teachings can tell
them, of what shall come to pass hereafter.
%here are many guesses mate by the world, mq political
forecasts made of coming events. Some of them, read in the light
of the lesson of causes and effects, in past history are in a
general way remarkably correct, but nearly all fall wide of the
mark and. fail in the crucial test. The things predic4ted of God
are usually the things which the heart of the world does not desire,

nor its wisdom expect. And therefore, as exmressed by the historian,
John Clark Ridpath: "The tallest son of the morning can not tell
a day before they take place, the events that occur." If men could
know of themselves, we would not need the "more sure word of
prophecy, whist, shineth as a light in a dark place, until the day
dawn," and the day star arise in thehearts of the children of God.
Had the world known what God found dt necessary to predict,
they would not have crucified the Lord's Christ, persecuted His
followers, nor ever have united church and state.

160
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9, Aid of the Spirit
.The same Spirit that inspires the Word is, essential also

to the underitanding and, interpretation of the revelation. Apart
from the:edightenment'of that:Spiritelthe wtsest ,of men .flounder

in human conjecture-ea-ea- uncertainties.; It is to definite prophecy,
aided by the Spirit, not to the World, we must look for right..
But note this, the Spirit does not lead us contrary to the Word..
See 1 Cor. 2:8-1S.

10. Not of Private Interpretation
It is a declaration of Inspiration that "go prophecy of
the Scripture bs of any private interpretation.-" 2 Peter 1:21.
Here are other renderings: "No prophecy of the Scripture becorneth
self—solving."--Rotherham. "DU prophecy is an exposition of
its own text." --Syriac. "No prophecy of the Scripture is of
special int e rpre tat ion. "—A. POT.

Marin. "No prophecy of the

Scripture cones of one's own interpretation," —Baptist Version.
In other words,- the samegeneral principles must guide in all
prophetic interpretation. In all great -prophecies there- are found
symbole,-descriptions, inwpireddeflations, and terms which will
aid in the right understanding. of each prophecy.- Parallel
:• •
descriptions and terminology should be given proper weight. Bight
interpretations and expositions.are-notinconsistent and contradictory. eThey•do not devour Bach other. The one Spirit guides
them all.
Under thishead may be mentioned "Arbitraryernterpmetation,":
a curse of the ages, which we unsparingly condemn in others, and
justly so.

When 7e are told that"The seventh day is the Sabbath,

of the Lord thy God," we believe it to be utterly unjustifiable
to say that the Word means a seventh day, or any seventh day, after

six of labor.

In other words the Bible mist be allowed to

H(PrincipIes) 'explain itself. If prophetic, nit for the fulfilMent of its
predictions instead of looking for someprophecy to fulfil a
certain. event In our field of vision, but which in Godts plan
and purpose is Of-littIe import. Let us see things little which H
GC& saes little and things great which He sees great. 1 Cor.1:1811.- Conditional
Soma .- -rophecies,are conditional. These conditions, noted
tn different places, are clearly stated in Jer. 18:7-10. If a .
nation or people complies with God's terms, there is blessing,
healing, and. building. If the -nation- or people fail, the curse,
the decay, the blasting, the destruction follow.- Ignoring
conditional prophecy, many are led astray regarding the future
of the Hebrews, 'or Jews. Giving teed tothe'principle, one will
be saved from. hipwreck. Our boat will be kept clear from the
rocks which have wrecked others, and toward which. many are
drifting to-day.
The _prophecies to Israel may be summed up under three
heads, as stated many years ago by Eider J.H.Waggoner:
(a)The prophecy is conditional, based on Tenet's
obedience to God.
(b)Some of the prophecies- regarding the Jews were
fulfilled in the restoration. from the Babylonian captivity.
(c)Those yet to be fulfilled will be and must be
fulfilled under new covenant conditions, since cur Lord came.
Consequently all unfilled prophecies which pertain to national
Israel are conditional prophecies that cannever be ftlfilled
to them as such. Heeding this will save,us from great blunders.
12. Later Light
Some of the prophecies of the Old Testament seem to odnvey
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the idea that Israelites (the Hebrews) are to be restored as a
nation, and that in the last days they will be a separate people
from the Gentiles,. and that the Lord will use them for the
salvation at the Gent145gs in the last days. These erroneous
views are based upon Old Testament.prophecies alone. 7e will
never read them aright until we read them in the light of the
meaning of the origin of the name Israel, and the later revelations
from God. Upon this we read: "How that by revelation was made
known unto me the mystery.

that in other generations was not

made knoiNu unto the sons of men as it bath now been revealed
unto us His holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit, to-wits
that the Gentiles are fellow-heirs and fellow-members

of the body,

ani feller.-partakers cf thenromise in Christ Jesus through the
Gospel." Eph. 3:3-6.
13. Nations and Persons
Godts judgments on nations andindividuals should not be
confounded. A nation may and does close its career in .God's plan,
whilatheprobation of individuals in that nation continues. when
the chiefs of the Jewish nation rejected Jesus, and confirmed that
rejection by saying, "We have no kina- but Caesar," the rightof that
nation. to exist had ceased. But ,God was still calling every
individual soul, as proved over andorer again by the apostle Paul..
Si; when this nation, or any ether for that matter, turns from the
light that God gives, and exalts itself in place of God, it passes
its day of grace, and stands where God can care for it no longer.
The destruction of nations in general comes under the plagues
and at our Lordts advent. in the very nature of the case, there .
will be nc individual nations in the resurrection of theunjust.
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The judgment of persons will then occur. Let not the two be
confounded.
14. Double Prothecv
Many of the prophecies of the Old-Testament are double
prophecies in which the local conditions of the prophet's time
are so blended with greater futtre events that it.is impossible
to separate them, and we never can get a right understanding
unless we recognize the fact that the prophecy is double. In
other words, the foreground . of the prophet blends with the
larger and far future field, so that theobjects seem as one. •
The nearer mountain • seems one with the more distant peak ar ridge.
All bland in the far horizon.

But if we were to climb the

nearer mountains, we would find, perhaps, great valleys
separating us from the higher elevAationst The vision does not
show the intervening valleys. The prophet sees the smaller,
nearer mountainfscenery. blending with a far distant peak,

malting

one mountain, seemingly, of the two. It is only by the aid of
the Spirit of God that we can divide between the local and farreaching prophecies. Sometimes we must wait for fulfilment.

-

15. Greg Moral Principles
In every line of prophecy there are great moral princimles
of God's truth If in the prophecy itself there is not that
which gives convicting power to themessage of God for the time,
we may know that the interpretation is not of God.

The true

will lead to the great moral principles obligatory and permanent
in the day of prophetic fulfilment. If these are minimized,
the interpretation is wrong. These moral principles fall within
the Prophecy itself. Note these in the great lines of prophecy.
To illustrate: In Daniel 2 anx 3, we have the ambitions of men
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set over against the revelation of truth, the kingdom of God and
its holy principles set over against the principles of evil that
tend only tocbcay and destruction. We haVe the deteriorating
kingdom of men, and the everlasting kingdom of God. In Daniel
7 the principles and outworking of the union of church and. state
set over against the judgment of God, the law of God, and the.
people of God.
In Daniel 8 and 9 ate the true Saviour and His me3latorship set over against the false man-rade-saviouss and. their
mediation which can not take away:sin. There is a great moral
principle embodied in every prophecy.
16 Evidence Cumulative
Every prophetic message goes prophetbally forward to its
climax, to the close of probation or the second coming of Christ,
the evidence prophetical of its fulfilment is continually increasNot in worldly wisdom or evidence, but in prophetic ful-

filment is this true. It Bois not bring those who believe in its
true interpretation to constantly expect its fulfilment to meet
human demands and as constantly repeated disappointment. The true
prophetic interpretation is never disappointing, never anticlimatic, nor is it reactionary. It is ever cumulative in its
evidence)cumulative in its convincing power, goes steadily
onward oonconant with other prophecies, and. waxes clearer and
stronger to its culmination. It does not foster fanaticism-nor
build on theinsecure and inconsistent foundations od speculative,
private interpretation or opinions of men. It builds the believer
on the everlasting Ppok.
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17. Willingness to Investigate
Ha who follows truth is willing to be fair, willing that any
theory or opinion that he has should be brought tt the test of tie
Word. -He believes that Godes pathway of light shines with constantly
greater effulgence to the eye of faith to the perfect day. But it is
a characteristic of error to appeal to tradition, to endeavor to
conserve God's truth ( or what men may so denominate) by fencing it
about with an appeal to human interpretation, "the fathers have spoken,"
and to characterize as heretics, not thsn who hold fast to the Word,
but rho do not hold equally sacred the opinions of men, some of whom,
perhaps all of whom, were true tc. all the light that shone in their day.
Gods truth can not be fixed by mete and bound of human mind. He has
ever greater light. Open the heart to its beams, tested by His Word,
and follow the light which "shineth more and more uhto the perfect
. day." See "Danger of Rejecting Light," in "Gospel Workers."
18. Peasons'for Prophetic Delineation
Dynasties, empires, kingdoms, governments are brought into the
prophetic field for three chief reasons.
(a)Because of some connection or relation with the people of
God, so as to effect their welfare or work, as Midian, Moab, Edom,
Philistia, etc.
(b)Because they are world-dminant, world-moulding powers,
empires, systems which greatly affect other power., and also the
people of God, as Babylon, redo-Persia, Greets, Rome, the United States.
(c)Nations are brought into prophecy because God uses them as

scourcres to apostate peoples and churches, as Assyria, Egypt, and smalle
powers in Palestine, and the Saracens and Turks in later times.
19. Ending of Great Prophecies
All the great prophecies end in the glorious triumph of Christ
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and His people, when to all worldly appearances and belief the triumph
of error seems to be the triumph of truth. It demands faith, clear,
strong faith to grasp the fulfilment despite appearances. To faith
the evidence is clear and cumulative. But - to the worldly view the.
triumph of worldly things is assured. The image of DanieI. 2 is not
the human view of the kingdom of men, but God's view. The irage of .
Daniel-3 is mar's view, a declaration of world-power still prevalent,
viz., that the kingdom of man shall persist forever. Daniel 2 declares
it will constantly change, and when it is world-embracing it will be
struck by supernatural power and destroyed. Man will not expect

that then, and no human reason could have marked out suck a conclusion.
Never does a prophecy reverse this order by going fromlarge to

sm11, erg imposing Christ's triumph ona sick and-vaning power. Rev.6:15
20. Types and Symbols Small
The types, the shadows, the symbols of the 013 Testament, the
beginnings of prophecy, are small, confined, limited, but typical,
symbolical, of world-Wide antitypes . To illustrate: The ancient
sanctuary was a simple house having to do only with the nation of
Israel, but it typified God's temple in heaven, "not made with

2 1148,fl

the center of all world-worship. Little Palestine, smaller than.
most od the States of this Union, was--is--a type of the weabless new
earth and home of all God's people. One wicked Jezebel become a type
of thegreat apostacy of centuries; and Elijah, a single man, prophet
to the little ten-tribe kingdom of Israel, becomes a type of those
who bear to all thenations of the world the last great threefold
message of warning. Little Babylon, on the River Euphrates, becomes
a type of the final organized kingdoms of darkness of the last days.
The little king of the north becomes the type of a great overmastering
confederacy.

Prindip
- 21. 'World. DoMtnion Not Territory
World-dominion, not territory, ie the means of identification
of world rule in -thegreat prophetic chain of successive empires.
identical location Tis often- involved,- but it is -not essential- in
'identifying or determining earth rule; If it were, !tome would have
no place to.-day in the prophetic field as the successor of Babylon.
To illustrate;-?redo-Persia.followed Babylon in world empire not because
•
Cyrus, the-conqueror of Babylon, placed his throne in Babylon or
reigned_in that city. Asa matter.of fact, the seat of his kingdom
was elsewhere;.,. Babylon was included in Persia, but the-Persian
empire Included much more. Perstawasthe successor of Babylon.
because she vas a world-dominant power.

Greeks succesied-UedaTereda
werldrdomlnating power„, hut as
a:sit:ale united empire her seat of - government was in Europe, far to the westward of Persia, at - one tire stretching to the east of Babylon,
eutafterwaxd4.esoecially in:her - dividedstate, abandoning virtually
much of her eastern possessions. She-succeeded MedoltPersia because
she was worldredominant.
Rome succeeded Grecia, with.ber capital never.in Asia. As a sibglaunited empire, she ruled ober a greater territory than all her
predecessors. Afterward, scourged by the Northern barbarians snetweak_
, ened by wickedness and luxury, the empire was broken, theloepter of powi
and influence centering -for awhile in Constantinople, and afterwali
among the ten divitions of Western Rome. .Western Rome was the great

power of prophecy. TMe City, of Rome beeame the religiorpolitical
center of th& world empire, and the dominant center of the Bastern
hemisphereis in western Europe today. 1Ne call these divisions

England, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, etc., but the prophecy knows
theme s the successive phase of the brass of Grecia, the horns of
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the -cgreat andterrible beast of Daniel 7, and the great eastern -worldpowers of to-d4r. But, mark it well, these pesters, though great and
mighty, did net -virtually and nominally control any extent of
territory held by the old Grecian Empire. And yet they have been
dominant over these, and their dominancy has been recognized. It is

world-dominance,-and net territory, that identifies Roman succession.
More than this, when a world power loses its world-dominance,
for independence, it is droplet from the prophecy unless its connection
with the "people of God shall demand its continuance for a time.
For instance, Daniel 11:1,2 notes only four kings in Persia, seemingly
on theface of it, all that would reign. As a fact, nearly half a
score more reigned before we come to thelast King Darius Codomannus.
The prophecy does not note them all. It is not dealing with nen as
Kings, but with world-dominion. The prophecy jumps from Xerxes,
the rich king, B.C.465, to Alexander the Great in E.C.336, a distanca
of time of more than a century and a quarter. fly?--Because ?stela
reached her greatest power and. extent under Darius Hystaspes, E.C,
521-486. Xerxes sought to enlarge his dominion by a. conquering
career in Europe, and ignominously failed. Persia: was no longer
a dominant aggressive world-power. Her world-moulding influence
had passed forever. The dominant scald-power was rising in little
Macedonia, and therefore Alexander, the world-conqueror„ thione
destined of God to give the world a language for the Gospel is next
noticed. The training kings of Persia had little or no effect upon
world conquest or human destiny. Therefore Alexander died in B.C.
323, and prophecy bridges to the quarto division of Alexander's empire,
B.C. 301, twenty-two years later.
•
It again bridges centuries in passing over the remaining kings
of Syria after Anticochus IV, B.C. 164, passing Egypt, passing the
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Roman Republic, to Roman persecution under the Papacy, of Which
Armachui (Iv) Epiphanes vas a type, and rushes on to the last days,
when world apastacy shall stand up against the Prince of princes,
to be overthrown, when that Prince of Life,-*Michael, shall stand up.*
The above principles will, I hope, .lead us t6 the.tvelopment
and outlines of. others. If by these brief suggestive statements,
I have contributed toward this end, I shall be glad.

THE TEN TINGDOV.S
C. P. Bollman
This presentation of the subject of the ten kingdoms is something
which I undertake reluctantly, especially before so many of my brethren,
every one of whom is probably just as familiar with the subject as I
am,

anti

a number ofwhom have doubtless given it special study.

The number ten is not mentioned in the second chapter of Daniel;
and there is nothing in that chapter to indicate the number of parts into which. Rome was to be divided, nevertheless that,chapter
may reasonably be made the starting point of a study of the ten
kingdoms, because while that prophecy gives no hint of the number
of parti it does tell us that the kingdom0 would be divided, never
to be reunited.' The words of the angel to the prophet were:-

- •

"Whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of notters t clay,
and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be
in it Of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou.sawest theiron
.
mixed with miry- clay. And as the toes of the feet ware part of iron,
and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and partly
broken. And whereas thou sawest iron mixed With mirk slay, they
shall minglethemselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave
one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay." Verses 41-45.
Division is here symbolized not by the two feet or the ten toes,
but by the presence in both the feet and toes of iron and clay, two
elements that cannot be united as can many other substances, as for
instance most of the metals, some of them forming alloys which are
stronger tkan and more enduring than either alone. But this is not
true of iron and clay. To me it has for many years seemed unwise to
say that in this prophecy theten toes represent the ten kingdoms,
for it is nowhere so stated in the Scriptures. All things considered,
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it seems better to adhere closely to the words of the prophecy:.
"Whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potters' clay and
part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided." The number ten, if

mentioned at all in this connection, should beimasented, not from
the standpoint from the second chapter of Daniel, but from the prophecy
of the seventh chapter, which covers the same ground but gives more_,
detail. A. part of this detail is the definite mention of the number
of kingdoms into which the empire was to be divided prior to the rise
of the eleventh or little horn, namely, ten. Says'the prophet,
"The ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise."
Here we are on solid ground so far as the number ten is concerned,
Not only is the prophecy so plain as to leave no roam for difference
of opinion as to the tenfold original division/ but there is no
question of the location of all ten kings, or kingdoms in the Neste n
Empire. The reasons of the great unanimity of opinion that exists
here are thus stated by Sir Mae° Newton:"As concerning the rest of the beasts, they had their dominion
taken away: yet their lives were prolonged for a season and a time."
And therefore allthe 'four beasts are still alive, though the dominion.
of the three first be taken away. The nations of Chaldea and Aria
are stillithe first beast. Those of Media and Persia are still the
second beast. Those of Macedon, Greece and Thrace, Asia Minor, Syria

and Egypt, are still the third. And those of Europe/on this side Greece,
are still the fourth. Seeing therefore the body of the third beast
is confined to the nations on this side the River Euphrates, and the
body of the fourth beast is confined to the nations on this side Greece;
ve are t look for all the four heads of the third beast, among the
nations on this side of the river Euphrates; and for allthe eleven horns
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of the fourth beast, among the nations on this side of Greece. And
therefore, at the 'breaking of the Greek Empire into four kingdoms
- of the Greeks, we include no part of the Chaldeans, Medes, and Persians
in those kingdoms, because they belonged to the-bodies of the two
five beasts. Nor do we reckonO:the Greek Empire seated at Constantinople, among the horns of the fourth beast, because it belbaged to
the bodies of the two first beaste. Nor do we reckon the Greek
Empire seated at Constantinople s among the-horns of the fourth
because it belonged to the body of, the third, -- "Observations upon
the Prophecies of Daniel and the Apocalypse of St. Sohn," Sir Isaac
Ne*ton, Part I, than._ 4,• pp. 31, 32.
It may be well at thispoInt to locate as ebfinitely as:--onssihle
the boundaries of Western Rome before it was divided.:
need only quote from Rev. E. B. Elliott, noting that he follows
Gibbon:"Beginning north from the Wall of Antsbninus that epparated
`England from Scotland, then following. the Rhine up to its point of
nearest proxinitylto the Danube source, i.e. half way between
Strasburg and Basle;-thence down the Danubeto- Belgrade; and thence
in ksouthern course to Dyrraohiums_ and across the AdriatiO and
Mediterranean to the Syrtia.Major and the Great- Desert of Africa; It
is to be understood that all to the eastward of thiellindpelonged
Constantinopolitan or Greek division of the empire; all westward,including England, France, Spain, and African Province, Italy and the
countries between the Alps and the Rhine, Danube, and Save, anciently
known under the names of Rhaetia, Noricum, and Pannonia in modern
times as Switzerland, half Swabia, Bavaria, Austria,.and the western
part of Hungary,-to the Western or Roman division.--"florae
Apooalypticae," Rev. E. B. Elliott A.M. Vol. IXIJ p. 115.
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It is only natural, having defined the boundaries of the
territory in which the ten horns or'ten kingdoms must be found among
which. the little horn was to arise, that we study the subject further
and identify each of the political states that arose out of Rome at
. that time. However, we shall'not findhere the same agreement that
emiste.tpuching the more general statements of the prophecy.
The reason for some difference of qPinion.here is: (I) the ten.
do not all arise at once; (2) few, if any of them, have always
remained the same with the same name and exactly the same geographical
boundaries•
; (3) there have not always been just ten, but sometimes-less,
and sometimes more than ten. As we:study the various historical
atlases, we find that there have teen frequent and considerable
changes which give the.whole a sort of kaleidoscope aspect. Indeed
it may not be an unreasonable view to say that except for a short
time about 533, the Prophecy contemplates uninterrupted and permanent
division rather than mathematical exactness as. to the number.ten.
And thisneednct be a matter of surpriseinor does:it in any
way cast discredit upon the prophecy. True there is nothing in the
prophecy of the 7th chapter of Daniel to prepare us fcr.any change
in the number or location of the kingdoms, but as in studying the 2nd chapter we instinctively, as it were, turn to the 7th chapter
to determine the number ofparts we should expect to find, so when
the 7th chapter is reached in our study, we just as naturally turn
beck to the 2nd chapter to learn something as to the degree of
stability of the several parts into which the kingdom is divided,
and there we find something that fully prepares us for what we see
infhistory, namely, the constantly varying picture presented by the
maps of the different geographical divisions designed to assist the
student who would, at different eras, identify as nearly as possible
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the several kingdoms symbolized by theten horns of the fourth beast
of.the 7th chapter. And what is it that thus prepares us to expect
Constant change among the kingdoms that were to arise in the Western
Empire? It is this, recorded in Daniel 3:41-43:"Whereasthou sawest the feet and toes, part -of potters'
clay and part of iron,.the kingdom shall_be divided; but there shall
be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the
iron mixed with miry clay, And as the toes- of the feet were part
of iron, and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong,
and partly broken. And Whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry .
clay, they shall mingle' themselves with the.seed of men; tut they
shallnot cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed. with clay."While as before noted there is in-this scripture nothing to indicate the number of kingdomei we are told not only that the
kingdom wbul3 be divided, but that repeated a'4 persistent effort
would be made to reunite the several parts. This would necessarily
mean many changes, not only in the personne

rulers, but also in

territorial boundaries, and probably also in names. That such efforts
have been made, and that such changes have occurred is a matter of
general knowledge. Those efforts resulting. in manythanges, have taken-.
not only the form of matrimonial alliances indicated by the words,
?they shall mingle- themselves with the seed of men," but also the
form of military conquests, and political combines, as in the case
of the "Holy Roman Empire" which, however, as Voltaire, one of the
most witty of Frenchmen, as well as one of themost astute of the men
of his time, said was. "neither holy nor Roman, nor an Empire."
It would require too much time to even name themany alliances,
matrimonial and political, entered into for the „purpose of reuniting,
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if not all, at least several of thefrgments of the Roman Fmpire..
We must, however, mention CharleTagne, Otto the Great, Charles V,
Napoleon I., and in our own day Wilhelm TT., as conspicuous examples
of rulers who have from time to time attemnted , to outrival in
various ways if notpractically to rebuild. the Empire of the Caesars.
Perhaps Otto the Great met with the most seeming success, as thdr-called
"Holy Roman Empire" endured in name from 932 A.D. to 1803, when, forced
to the step by the establishment of th“onfeleration of the Rhine,
Frances II. of the House of Hapsburg resigned the imperial title.
We need not trouble ourselves to define the boundaries of the
so-called "empire" founded by Otto. It was an attempt, but not a
successful one to gather together satin the fragments of the Roman
Aire,

and was never taken seriously by anybody but the Hapsburgs

and the Pope.
Rettrning from this slight digression, we are confronted at the
outset by seleral lists of theteh kingdoms. Perhaps we should give
first the list that appears in "Thoughts on Daniel- and. the Revelation"
as follows:The Huns, the Ostrogoths, the Visigoths, the Franke, the Vandals,
the Suevi, the Burgundians, the Heruli, the Anglo-Saxons, and the
Lombards.--p. 132.
Dr. Albert Barnes gives this list drawn from Roman Catholic
sources:1. The Ostrogoths in Moesia; 2. the Visigoths in Pannonia;
3. the Sueves and Alans in Gascoign abd Spain_; 4. the Vandals in
Africa; 5. the Franks in France; 4. The Burgundians in Burgundy;
7. the Heruli and Turingi in Italy; 8. the Saxons and Angles in
Britain; 9. the Huns in Hungary; 10. the Lombards at first upon the
Danube, and aft rrards in Italy.--"Notes on the Book of Daniel," p.322,
(S. B. p. 554)
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This Roman Catholic list is interesting chiefly as showing
that they recognize the prophecy as applying to Western .Rome and to
the same an assigned to it by Protestants.
Elliott gives two lists, the first for the forty-seven years
immediately preceding 533, as follows:- .
Anglo-Saxons, Franks, Allemans, Burgundians, Visigoths, Suevi,
Vandals, Heruli, Bavarians, Ostrogoths.
And then this list of kingdoms existing in 533:0
Anglo-Saxons, the Franks of central, Alleman-Frarvs of eastern,
and Burgundic-Franks of southeastern France, the Visigoths, the Suevi,
the Vandals, the Ostrogoths in Italy, the Bavarians, and the Lombards.
The only difference between Elliot-Os first list and his second
is that whereas the first names the Heruli as one of the ten, that
tribelis azpned Zoom the secondlist and the Lombards apneas in
their stead, and this for the excellent mason that bythis time
(533 Ltp.) the Heruli had ceased to exist income as a distinct
people and the LoMabrds had moved in and had become a recoetized
political entity in northern Italy.
In determining the original ten aocroding to the prophecy,
we must note carefully what the prophecy itself says. In Daniel
7:24, we have this explicit statement:"The ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall
arise: and another shall arise after them; and be shall be diverse
from the first, and he shall subdue three kings."
From this text, understanding the word "after" in its normal
and obvious meaning, it seems necessary to conclude that all the ten
are in existence when the eleventh or little horn comes up.- The
question then is, when did the little horn arise or come up? From
the standpoint of the prophecy,

ently when it obtained recognition
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a power having authority to enter upon the work attributed to it

by the prophecy, namely, (1) to subdue either directly or through
chosen agencies other powers to its will. (2) Speak great words
against the Most High, by arrogating to itself power, authority and
functions belonging only to the Most High. (3) rearing out the saints,
and (4) assuming to change the laws of the Host High.
It may be said that the Papacy existed in Faults day, but
evidently it was the evil principle of nelf-exhaltation to which he
referred in 1 Thess. 2:3-8, styling it "the mystery of iniquity,"
rather than theorganic Papacy which later crystalized around the
mischievous principle thus becoming the very embodiment or personification of that principle. This conclusion is indicated clearly
enough by the reading of the scripture itself, and is borne out by
the words of the angel to the prophet: "Another shall arise after
them," that is, after the ten in point not of manner but of time.
Therefore, we must find all the ten in existence before the appearance
or
of the little,APapal horn. Each of the ten must be in existence
when the papal horn arises, which could not have been earlier than
the first letter or decree of Justinian upon this subject, March 25,
533.
The eleventh or little horn must be a real, tangible, organic
entity, not,merely a principle. The word "another" necessarily
denotes some form of government at least resembling a kingdom, and
iat different from the others. It must be more than an abstraction.
The principle, if such it be, must be crystalized, so that it appears
just as definitely and clearly as do the ten that were to arise before
it in point of time.
In his letter or decree of 533, preserved and handed down to
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as in the Code of Justinian, Bock 1, Title I, the emperor addresses
the Pope as "head of all the churches." And that this may be more
than an empty title the Emperor in effect pledges the imperial
authority, saying, "We do not suffer anything which is mooted, however
clear and unquestionable, pertaining to the state of the church, should
fail to be made known to your Holiness, as being the head of all
the churches. For, as we have s aid. before, we are zealous for the
increase of the honor and authority of your See in all respects."
This was emphasized the same year -by the addition of the statement
that the Bishop of Rome was he by thorn heretics were corrected.
Thus the eleventh or little horn was to be diverse from those that
were before it, and yet was to exercise real power.

His dominion,

thoUgh primarily spiritual, was to lay hold upon and to a greater or
less extent to sway and to use political power even to the extent of
imposing and inflicting penalties and :-aging war.
It may beobjected that subsequent to this time Justinian himself
greatly humiliated, the Bishop of Rome by summoning him to Constantinople
and by requiring him to practically acknowledge the patriarch of that
city as his ecclesiastical equal. But Justinian could not undo what
he had done." He could not change what he had written. it Vigilius
might die practically in exile, but the papacy did not die. A royal
decree had made not an individual but an office head over all the
churches and corrector of heretics, and though an incumbent of that
office might pass away the office itself remained, and still remains
to this day,
From the words of the prophecy itself and from the testimony
of history, the Papacy can not be assigned an earlier date than 533,
and indeed we have until recently assigned it a date five years later,
namely, 538. But if either of these dates is correct the Heruli
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cannot be one of the ten, and consequently cannot be one of the three
clucked up by the roots since as nearly as we can be determined by a

-

study of the history of that People they ceased to be a power very
early in the 6th century, certainly before 533.
Notwithstanding the fact that John Clark Ridpith states that
the "first of the kingdoms established by thebarbarians in Italy
was that of the Heruli," it is more than questionable if the Heruli
ever entered the Roman empire in any other Capacity than as hired
mercenaries,
soldiers,A or marauders. The, seat of their kingdom was in and around
the basin of the Elbe, well_to the north of the northern confines of
the Western Empire.
Perhaps in the past we have nearly all repeated glibly enough,
at least in substance, the statement mane in "Daniel and Revelation,
namely, that "the three horns plucked up before it (the papal horn)
were the Heruli, the Ostrogoths, and the Vandals. And the reason
why they were plucked up was because they were opoosed to the arrogant
claims of the papal hierarchy, and hence to the supremacy in the
church of the bishop of Rome."
While not stated in so many words the necessary inference from
the foregoing. is that the peruli, like the Vandals and Goths, were
Arians, and therefore a party to the controversy between Arians and
Catholics. The fact is that, as briefly stated by the Britannical
Art. "Heruli," "The Heruli remained heathen until the overthrow of
their kingdom." Unlike the Vandals and Goths, the Papacy had nothing
to do with their overthrow. They were completely- overthrown in a.
purely political war with the Langobardi, or Lombards, seventy-five
years before the latter became even nominally Catholic. Therefore,
the Papacy or little 'horn, had neither interest nor part in the
overthrow of the Heruli. Indeed, as the Papacy was not yet established
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at that time, it was from the standpoint of prophecy non-existent
when the Heruli were destroyed 'by the Lombards.
As-before stated, the Heruli had their kingdom notin any part
of the Roman empire but well to the North of it on the Elbe. Their
first incursion into Rome seems tohave been about 269 A.D., when they .
appeared temporarily about the mouth of the Rhine in what is now a
part of Holland, but as late as the early- part of the fifth century
the Heruli still had their seat on the Elbe.
It is true that Odoacer, or Odivaker, is sometimes called
the king of the Heruli, but he was not such in any proper sense of
that title. He was not'himself a Herulian, but nrc3aably descended
from the Scyrri. His following in Italy seems tohave been composed
of recruits from the Rugii, Scyrri, Turcilin i, and Rerun,' the latter
probably only a small minority of the whole number. It seems impossible
therefore, for this additional reason, that the Heruli couldh Ire been
one of the ten kingdoms of the prophecy of Daniel seven.
That the Heruli never had a kingdom in Italy is further shown
can
by thefact that today no manA definitely locate them in-Italy apart
from the motley throng of adventures and mercenaries that followed
Odacer,- no one group of whom could be styled a kingdom to the
exclusion of the others. Indeed as remarked by the "Britannica,
11th Edition, Vol. 15, p.'28, "The Herulian invaders had been but a
band of adventurers; the Goths ware an army, the Lombards, far more,
formidable, were a nation in movement." In fact the more this matter
is examined in the light of modern research, the more evident it becomes
that the Heruli never had any standing in Italy in any other capacity
than that of barbarian warriors acknowledging no allegience to any
local leader except as he might either give or promise rewarl.s in the
shape of lanrts, lute, and license.
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As before remarked, if the Herulian kingdom on the Elbe, the
only kingdom that that people ever had, was not one of the ten, and
no one claims that it was, it could not be one_ of the three, The
question arises at once as to the three horns plucked up by the roots
in the presence of the little horn. The answer is (1), The Vandals,
destroyed by theiarmies of JustiAnian 533, 534. So complete was the
overthrow of the Vandals that they at once ceased to exist as a nation,
and today though there are many called nVanials,'T because they act
like them, there is in the world•no people who trace their -descent
to that nation. (2) The Ostrogoths decisively defeated by the forces
of Justinian before the city of Rome A.D. 589, and sixteen years later
destroyed as a nation, some retiring "to their native seat beyond.
mountains," far to the north, as remarked by Ridtath, while the
scattered Goths, not either killed or expelled from the country, were
absorbed by the native Italic population, so ,at the Ostrozotha too
ceased to exist even as a strain of the Italians. (3) The Lombards,
or Longobardi, who direct invaded that portion of the Roman. Empire
now known as Lover Austria, where they established themselves about
487 A.D. They remained in Lower Austria until the early part of the
8th century, when they were invited by Justinian to settle in Noricum
and Panonia. (Southern Austria bordering on Italy.) They subsequently
occupied that part of Italy now known as Lombardy.
, .
Sometime prior to 508 A.D. the Lombards adopted Arianism,
at least nominally, and a century later became Roman Catholic.
In both instances however, they retained many of their former religious
beliefs and cractices. It seems to have been this fact that led to
their finaloverthron

As a nation the Lombards never became "good

Cathelis." And when their g:ivernment ceased to be amenable to the Pope
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it-was overthrown in his interests, and at his suggestion and their
territory was given to the Pope who thuse for the first time became
a temporal prince; and here instead of in the so-called donation of
Constantine we find the origin of the temporal power.
Perhaps a few words relative to the overthrew- of the Lombards
will be of interest in this connection, and it may be best drawn
from a Catholic source, hence I quote froth the Catholic Encycicp adia,
Vol. 9, page 338, Article Lombardy: "The Lombards at the time of the
invasion (0f the empire) were for the most part pagan; a few had
imbibed Arianism, and hence their ferocity against priests and moms
whom they put todeath. They destroyed churches and monastries;
they hunted andkilled many of the faithful who would_ not become
pagan$; they laid waste their property, and seized Catholic places
of worship to hand them over to the Arians. The holy pontiff,
Gregory the Great (540-604) does not cease to lament the desolation
cssued by the Longobard slaughter throughout Italy. Slowly however
the light of faith made way among them and the Church won their respect
and obedience. This meant protection for the conquered. Gradually
the Churchets constitution and customs spread among the barbarians
the ideas of Roman ciNilizatien, until at last, in defence of her
own liberty and that of the people which the Longobards continued to
imperil, she was fo7ed to call in the aid of the Franks (under
Pippin), and thus change the fate of Italy. This occurred(756)only
after two centuries of Longobardic domination."
Inasmuch as the prophecy describes the little horn as a power .
"before which three of the first horns were plucked up by the roots,"
it does seem that we should be able to show that the papacy was in
some ..,at directly concerned in the plucking up of the three horns
that zere to fall before it, or as we read in verse 24, A.P.7„ were

•
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"put down" by it.
As before shown, there is no evidence that the papacy was
in any way concerned in the overthrow, or destruction of the Heruli.
But it is beyond Auestion that the Vandals, the Ostrogoths, and the
Lombards ware all "put down", destroyed, or "plucked. up" by the roots
in response to demands of the Pope and thus directly in the interest tf
the Papacy, and by the Papacy, acting through its chosen agents an/
instruments. Of course the Heruli being eliminated as one of the
three, it follows logically that they must be eliminated also as one
of the ten. Indeed the Heruli lived and passed away before the
Papacy became an established fact, and so before there was any point
of contact established between them and the Papacy, and so before
the era of theten kingdoms of this prophecy.
To me it seems, as already stated, that theten horns of the
prophecy are the ten kingdoms that existed within the confined of the
Roman.Empire, when the Papacy emerging from its nonage entered upon
its work of world domination, which was to last for 1,260 'years.
As listed by Elliott, the ten "barbaric kingdoms formed. by the
invaders," existing within the limits of the Western Empire between
the years 486 and 490, were, as we have seen, the Anglo-Saxons, the
Franks, Allemani, the Burgundians, the VisigOths,the Suevi, the
Vandals, the Heruli, the Bavarians, and the Ostrogoths.
,This was before the acts of Justinian constituting the bishop
of Rome head of all the churches, and cdrrector of heretics. A few
years later, namely in the beginning of 533, Elliott, as already
noted, finds that some changes ehave taken place; the Heruli are gone
and the Lombards have come in. The enumeration given by Elliott of
the kingdoms existing in 533, is I am constrained to believe, the
correct list of the ten kingdoms as contemplated in the prophecy, and
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that among them must be found the three Plucked up by the roots.
One reason for so believing is that with the exception of the three
thusplucked up the kingdoms named are theones whose Peonies can be
identified today. The Heruli are gone. They like the Runs were
invaders, raiders, and freebooters only. They foundted nothing, they
established nothing. Properly speaking they had no kingdom in
Roman territory. The Vandals, the Ostrogoths and the Lombards
completely lost their separate national existence, and the two first
named were so absorbed as to be unidentified today, but the Lombards
have given their name to a considerable district in-Italy, while the
other seven existing as political units in 533 can all be identified
today, not all as independent states, tut as distinct strains, and
amidst all the changes and in spite of theefforts by mighty rulers
tohave it otherWise, the division foretold in the prophecy of Daniel
2, persists. Referring to this Phase of theprophecy and its fulfilment, Rev. T. R. Birks aptly says: "A tenfold division, such as some
have looked for, Mathematical and unvaried, would strata one-half
of the prediction; and would deprive thereat of its freedom andmoral
grandure. But now every part is alike accomplished. At the slime
time, by these partial changes in the list of the doomed kingdoms,
the reproach of a stern fatalism which wouldlotherwise cloud the
equity of divine Providence, is rolled away."
And here we might well dismiss the sublet of the identity of
the ten kingdoms, were it not for thereason that it affords such an
excellent opportunity to make a plea for tolerance of opinion on this
and other subjects not vital to our Adventist faith, nor necessarily
destructive of good Christian experience: Why should one be considered
a heretic, or be even suspected because he believes that the Allepani
and not the Huns should be reckoned as one of the ten? or that the
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Lombards rather than the Neruli were one of the three, or for the
reason that he holds and teaches that theten horns of Rev. 13 and 17,
are not the same as the ten horns of Daniel's fourth beast?
Not one of these if fundamental, notone of them is one of the
pillars pf our faith. Granting that it is desirable that there be
in our literature, especially in our books a good degree of uniformity
in these respects, are not Christiantliberty and Christian charity
still more to be desired?
r have not cited authorities so called, as, the purpose of this
discussion, I understand, is not to settle doctrine, but rather to
suggest that there should be more independence of thought and more
of a burden to know each man for himself, and as a result of hisown
study, the reasons for his faith, May the God of all truth wflide us
into the truth, and may we all come to see eye to eye, not from
blindly following any human leader, but from following the leading of
the divine Spirit in the study of the Scriptures, that divinely inspired
book that is able to make us wise unto salvation through faith which is
in our Lord Jesus Christ.
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Afternoon session
A. G. DANIELLS: The way is now open for any who wish'to do
so to ask Professor Prescott questions concerning the topic of
the morning..
W. E. HOWELL: I would like to ask Professor Prescott if he
is willing to enlarge Just a little on the point of the "beginning"
as he explained it this morning..

W. W. PRESCOTT: Taking the first chapter of John, the 3d
verse: At a certain point where finite beings begin time, it
does not mean that that is where the word began. When the scripture says, "In the beginningwas the word, and the word was with
God, and the word was God," it does not mean that when you get
back to that point that we denominate the beginning, then looking
back into eternity, you can point to the time when the word was.
H. C. LACEY: Can we go one step further and say that the
word was without beginning?
W. W. PRESCOTT: I was going to raise the question. Are we
agreed in such a general statement as this, that the Son of God is
co-eternal with the Father? Is that the view that is taught in
our schoole?
C. M. Sorenson: It is taught in the Bible.
W. W. PRESCOTT: Not to teach that. is Arianism. Ought we to
continue to circulate in a standard book a statement that the Son
is not co-eternal, that the Son is not co -eval or co-eternal with
the Father? That makes Him a finite being. Any being whose beginning we can fix is a finite being. We have been circulating for 40
years a standard book which says that the Son is not co-eternal
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with the Father. That is teaching Arianism. Do we want to go on
teaching that?
G. B. THOMPSON: "All things were created by him," Do you
understand that to mean more than this earth?
W. IL PRESCOTT: Yes, whether they be thrones or. principaliLisa or powers or things visible or things invisible, all were
created by him. That is, all existences of every kind depend upon
His
IkkApte-existence;m and all praient existences depend upon His
present existence. Without Him there would be nothing in exist-,
ence, and without Him that which is now in existence would fall
out of existence.
C. P. BOLLMAN:

Isn't that usually applied to His having ex-

istedbefore the incarnation?
W. W. PRESCOTT: I am using it as applying to His existence
previous to the existence of anything else.
C. P. BOLLMAN: I would like to ask, Do you think it is noes

sary, or even helpful in the defining of Christian doctrine, to
go outside of the New Testament for terms to use in the.definition?
W. W. PRESCOTT: As to whether sr not we shall aocept dictionary terms?
C. P. BOLLUAN: No, I do not mean that.
W. W. PRESCOTT: Please illustrate what you mean.
C. P. BOLLMAN:

The scripture says Christ is the only be-

gotten of the Father. Why should we go father than that and say
that He was co-eternal with the Father? And also say that to teach
otherwise is Arianism?
W. W. PRESCOTT: I do not find in the New Testament expressions
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as "co-eternal," but I find expressions that are equivalent to
that, as I understand it.
• C. P. BOLLMAN: Give an example, please.
W. W. PRESCOTT: I think the expression "I am" is the equivalent of eternity. I think these expressions, while they do not use
thb term oo-eternal, are equivalent in their meaning. That-brings
up the whole question of the relation of the Son to the Father.
There is a proper sense, as I view it, according to which the
Son is subordinate to the Father, but that subordination is not
in the question of attributes or of His existence. It is simply
in the fact of the derived existence, as we read in John._ 5:26:
"For as the Father bath life in himself, even so gave he to the
Son also to have life in himself." Using terms as we use them,
the Son is co-eternal with the Father. That does not prevent His
being the only-begotten Son of God. We cannot go back into eternity and say where this eternity commenced, and where that•eternity
commenced. There is no contradiction to say that the Son is coeternal with the Father, and yet the Son is the only-begotten of
the Father.
C. P. BOLLMAN: I think we should hold to the Bible definitions.
W. W. PRESCOTT: We take the expression co-eternal, and that
is better.
C. P. BOLLMAN: My conception of the matter is this; that at
some point in eternity the Father separated a portion of Himself
to be the Son. As far as the substance is concerned, Be is just as
eternal as the Father, but did not have an eternal separate existence. I do not think that approaches any nearer to Arianism than
the other does to

-
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W. W. PRESCOTT: Suppose you say, There is the point where
Ee had His beginning, and that back of that there was a time when
the Father went forth in Hie Son. When you say a point, you conceive of it as a definite place and bring it into finite terms.
E. C. LACEY: May I say something on that point? Every year
I am brought in touch with this from two points of view.--one in
the Greek class, and the other in Bible Doctrines. Twice a year,
and sometimes more frequently, I am brought face to face with this.
*In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God./ The same was in the beginning with God." The
eternity of the Word is emphasized in that. When you come to-the
study of the deity of Christ, the fundamental attribute is eternity
of existence. If Jesus is divine, He must have that essential
attribute,,and so I have dared to say that Christ is absolutely
co-eternal with the Father. You can not say that back in some
point of duration the Son appeared, and prior to that He had not
appeared. I take it that God has no beginning. The Greek does
not read, *In the beginning,* but *In beginning,"--any beginning,
every beginning. There is no article to it. It means that Christ
antedated all beginning. The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit
antedated all beginning.
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LACEY

I am last stating what I teach. I want to know whether this
is so. That is what this council is. for. I say that God was
always in existence. Just as the light is always with thesun;
the light comes from the sun, and so Jesus was always with God,
always reigning with him. I have explained the meaning of the
sUn in this way. I son is always younger than his father. But
if we bring.into this divine conception the thought of motherhood
and fatherhood as humanly understood, I think we are astray. It
does not mean that Jesus had a mother, God is a Father. I am
trying to explain what is meant by that expression that Michael
in his ante-human' existence was the son of Gdd. I think those
words are human words, used to express to us humanly speaking,
the relation existing between the first and second person of the
deity, and the priority of rank of the first person. The
word is an expression of the relation of that second person to
the first. He is as a. son to thefitat. The Lord said of
Israel, you are my first born.' I will be a father to Israel,
for the love that existed between them. To the first and only
begotten son was a specially tender feeling, and to indicate
the annex wondrous love 'of the first person of the Deity to
the second, this expression is used. Never to indicate
thAt the son came into existence after the father. Let us
say this represents the six thousand years. Now back of this
eternity, without end, God the Father spans that eternity.
I think we ought not to teach that there was a time when
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Re. produced another being who is called the son. I want to know.
The son is called eternal with the Father, another person living
with him, a second intelligence in that Deity: The relationship
.

between them is expressed by our human words father and son.
The one was first in rank, the second, second, and the third
third.
PRESCOTT

I think it will for us instead of attempting to reason out
or to explain these things, to read a scripture. I think that
will be a better plan than to spend a long time discussing
themes, only that we may get the meaning of the scripture.
Brother Lacey said eternity is an attribute of Deity. It is
proof of the Deity. Now let us see how the scripture deals with
it. Hebrews 1. The whole purpose of the chapter is to set forth
the exalted character of the Son, and you will observe it is
somewhat in harmony with what Brother Lacey has said. "God, having
of old time spoken unto the fathers in the prophets by divers
portions and in divers manners, bath at the end of these days
spoken unto us in his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things,
through whom also he made the worlds.(R.V.) The article is
not used. It is the relationship that is emphasized. The
chapter is to tell us of the Son. Here we find that expression,
"whom he appointed heir of all things, through whom also he
made the worlds." "Who being the effulgence of his glory," or
the emanation of his glory, the raying forth of his glory, and
the very image of his substance, in person. This word person
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is one of the evidences of theological controversy that was
attempted to be settled by translation. It is the idea of-the
fundamental. Going on: "Upholding all things by the word of
his power." There we have the existence of all things being
dependent upon him. Now it goes on in the fifth chapter, verse
•

f

one, and proves that he is above angels. "Thou art my son. I
will be to him a father." Eighth verse: "But of the Son he
saith, Thy throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever." In the tenth
Verse!. "And, Thou, Lord, in the beginning didst lay the foundation of the earth, 'and the heavens are the works of thy hands.
They shall perish, but thou continuest," -- a much better word
than "reMainest." Him it was that continues. That is an eternal presence, simply,"Thou continuest. " That is the attribute
of hie being as God. Be is called God here in this very ohapter.
Aa a sort of evidence of the scriptural teaching that he is God,

here is this expression, Thou continuest, without regard to
beginning or end. In the thirteenth chapter of'the same epistle:
"He is the same yesterday, today, and forever." When did yesterday commence? Simply yesterday, that's all. "Jesus Christ,
the same, yesterday, today, and forever." I. think that is
parallel with the 90th Psalm:"Lord, thou hast been our dwelling
place in all generations. . . .From everlasting to everlasting,
thcu art God. I think those statements apply to the•same being.
The same is true in the Book of Deuteronomy the 33rd chapter.
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Deut. 33:36: °There is none like unto the God
of Jeehurun, who rideth upon the heavens in thy help, and in
his excellency on the sky. The eternal God is thy dwelling
place and underneath are the everlasting arms.° There is a
where
revelation of God except in the Son, an here it says that the

eternal God is thy dwelling plaoe, it must be the Son.
Unierneath are the everlasting pas.

The only support that

we receive is from Christ, and in Christ. The only knowledge
we have of God is through the Son, an3 the only relationship

we have to Goi is through the Son. Every revelation of him of
every sort :whatsoever is through the Son.
C.P.BOLLUNN: Do you think Let all those
expressions there refer not to the Father but to the Son?

W. W. PRESCOTT: They refer to both, but the only
revelation of hie we have is in the Son, and taerefora the
Son meet be with the Father, co-eternal, and the same expression
applies." The Jehovah. Take the word Jehovah. The Jehovah of
the Old. Testament is manifested in Jessie n the New Testament.
It shoes in the word itself, as well as in the general. teaching.
Jehovah -- Jesus in Joshua, are the same. Joshua is simply
the oontraction for Jehovah. (A number of root words mentioned)
Jehovah manifested for salvation is Jesus, and the Jesus of the
New Testament is manifestly a manifestation of the Jehovah of
the Old Testament. .
J. Anderson:

Did youestate that e derived life

from the Father?
W. W. Prescott: Ho. Simply in. the fact that
equality with the Father is derived equality, but equality.is
the same.

3.
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J. Anderson: I thought you said that he derived
life from the Father.
W. W. Prescott: No. I used the Scripture statement -John 5:36: "As the Father hath life in himself, so hath

he given to the Son to have life in himself.* But the two
expressions referred to must apply equally both to the
Father and tae Son.
Question: Simply a difference in what

--

that of rank with the Father?
W. W. Prescott: He himself says that*the Father is
greater than I. He also said *I and my Father are one.* And
both are true.
(J. Anderson)
Question:t If he is inferior in any respect to the
Father how can he be God?
W. W. Prescott: I do not think that I used that
exptesstax-term *inferior.*
J. Anderson: But others may use that word in

8=8

instances -- that the Son was inferior to the Father, and my
inquiry arises that if it were true that Jesus the Son was
inferior in any respect -- in age, or in nature, or attributes;
if that be so, how could he be God?
W. W. Prescott: I would not say that he was.
I do not think I used that expression.
H.C.Lacy: Is it not that he is only inferior to the
Father in rank -- he is second in rank with the Father, and
in all other respects is equal?
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W. W. Prescott: We must, of course, in our
dealing with the question, take his own statement both
ways. When he said, "The Father is greater than I," we deal with
that, and when he said, "1 and the Father are one, we deal with tusk.
We must have a conception of each one that will allow his
own statement, what he himself says, to be true..
Question: As to Christ's preexistence, and the
fact that e "emptied* himself.'
W. W. Prescott: He was still divine.
Question: The question which comes to my mind
is, How could Jesus being God, still be inferior to Gad?

W. W. Prescott:

Yes, I think ire cuet take t'cat

into account. I would not use the word contradictory to any
expression of the Scripture. That shuts our minds to any
understanding. Take the two statements referred to:
"I and my Father are one," therefore they took up stones
to stone hiss. What mere they going to stone him for? "Because
thou being man makest thyself God.* He also said, "The Father
is greater than I." Nov to say these are oontradictory shuts

up'

Mind to correct comprehension of the truth. Ws must

not saythat. We must not use such expressions. We must not ask,
HoW do you reconcile these two?

I do not like to hear that

,expression, because it implies something that needs explanation
or is contrhdictory. The contradiction is not in the word.
The only difficulty is in the ability of the finite mind to
comprehend all of God. And we shall always face difficulty.

But I try to stay as closely as possible to the Scripture
statements, and be careful in the use of words, and I do not try
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to apply to reasoning power that will enable me to explain
any Biblical terms. That will be impossible. Rather, as
the question rose, as we nit referred to it this morning,

we will get light, not by questioning, but by saying it is
so first, then waiting for more. That is the only way wenan
get it. We know it is true. We know it is so. We know that
what the Scripture says is so;. there is no contradiction;
and tot wait till ra see furtrier light in Is regard to it.
But if we start with thetthought that this is contradictory,
the Spirit cannot bring light to bear upon it.
R.C.Lacey: Is not the thought, second in rank,
preferable to the term
W. V. Prescott: One with the Father, one in
authority, in power, in love, in mercy, and all the
attributes -- equal with hii and yet second in nature.
like the word nsecondo bitter than sinferior,0-- second in
rank. .
C.P.BOLLMAN: Subject to the Father -- is not that
the meaning of the word'r ,
W. W. PRESCOTT: We might thka speak of many things
beyond our comprehension:

}IBM
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(Panes read by Eld M. C. WilOex at

morning session was completed at
this meeting.)
-

-

Diseuesionon M, C.
t epic.
PRESCOTT:. Would Brother Wilcox be willing QU the last point
(Par. 23) to atate what relation exists between uur own view of
interpreting scripture and what sho.ld be given to what oth a.
have taught or written, when de come to the study of Licriptlare.
WILCOX: I would state, so far as my uwu personal -p

I waa
is concerned, I have not accepted of any view easily.
an '2a:idol when this masa ge reached me Ulla did hot believe
anybody's view of things scriptural. Caheequen

it 4C9

hard for me to embrace the truth--it was hard at thr).t time. But

when I gave myself to God I made up my wind I doh d follow any
way he led, and T have taken the statement of others ehohnd
gone before. I did not have the time to investigate open I
heard the message. But I have found real satisfaction in
later ye.re as I have studied the Word for myself to fina

that my view coincided

with theirs--that the view I had

aumpted was in harmony with the Word of Goa., I Oan suit

30

far as I know myself I have never departed or triad to
depszt find one single new things-that was ouutrary to

great

message and movement with which I am of.r.;neoted; but ;that aid a)me
to we came because it seemedQtly sogioai uhttLeme to re Waa
from the Scripture itself. I would like to say again I have

n'ver found anything yet that I studied earnestly and sought

33'17
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God earnestly, and followed all the light I could get in every
way--still holding to the Word, as the barly men of the messag e
did—that had taken me away from the message in anyway or made
me to ,book upon it with any less degree of devotion, In '
•
fact it has endeared it to me moreand more,
and I have seen more
and more in it and the men connected with the movement, that
has increased my confidence in the messaze. and in its triumph,

(31436)
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F td Wilcox

How much shall we have regard for the historical development
of truth, or its historical development in connection with the
moement with which it is asaociated. You take it in the Psalms,
and David repeatedly cites Irael to the leadings of God as an
evidence, calla upon them to remember the way God has led them.
It seems to me that we should remember that in the development
of truth, the certainty of truth, the certainty of :.octrines
just the same as in a material leading of God. I believe these
principles that have been set forth in thia paper are excellent.
I believe that every man who has studied the scriptures of
truth should seek to be led by the Spirit of God, but it seems to
use that he must have in that study due appreciation for the
stuay of his brethren, for their conclusions as well as his own,
and for the historic- development of truth is connection "ritb the
church of God, with the movement with which he is connected,
U CMWILCOX
I think of one of the statements Elder Daniells read lastnight, found also in the chapter on the Danger of Rejecting Eight
in Gospel Workers, and also'in manuscripts which different ones
possess, that we should subject everything that we hold to the
oloscst and most faithful scrutiny. I believe that. At the same
time I believe that we ought to have regard fox the leading of
God in the message. I believe that also. I feel just as con-.
fident as can be that God has led all the way. But we all ought

en
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to remember that while the Psalmist tells us that is true, yet
in other places he shows that there was an imperfect people all
the way, andwe should not idolize the human agents that God uses.

LL Gaviness
I appreciate very much this outlining of the.prineiples
of Bible interpretation. It seels to me very complete. Ent there is one that seems to me is often violated, that,was'not
included. That is the law of the context. It seems to me
1- very common to take a portion of scripture and apply it\
absolutely without any reference to the context with whiehit
occurs. I find muesli that I have to fight against that. It
is so easy to take something in the Bible or the Spirit of
Prophecy and apply it as being a principle of truth for the
present time, when maybe it has an application for the preaant,
time, but it had a stronger application at some other time. L",
think that is one of the principles we ought to keep in mindo• to\
think about the context in the study that'we make, in ,order to
get a right setting for the great truths God is making plain
to

us.

E C LACEY
It has seemed to me there is another, "The law of ancient
Eastern usage." We must never forget that while the Bale is
up to date, yet it was written in the East, and that expressions
are used from the Eastern point of view that we must know not only
the meaning of, but the manner in which they used it. The law of
ancient Eastern usage does coma in here in the understanding and
interpretation of scripture.
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G B THOMPSON
The Bible does not give any syllabus of principles on interpretation. How are we to know that our, principles of interpretation are correct?
M C WILCOX
I thought that these had been tested in all the other
prophecies. They have been in use all through the Message,
and been tested out. The Bible does not give us any straiahtf
ward doctrines.
.W W PRESCOTT
I -would like to ask, according to the law of first mention,
what is the leaning of a horn in the symbols of prophecy.
it C WILCOX

I do not know that I could give it off hand. I haven't
thought of that in thatparticular light.
F M WILCOX
Give one of your own
M C WILCOX
It is not always used for .the same thing. It is primarily
used, to my mind; for exaltation, honor, powert "Thy horn is
greatly exalted." From that' derivaflOn come the other meanings
that stand for the very thing of power itself, kingdom, etc.
W W PRESCOTT
I was coming to a very specific thing. In Daniel the ten
horns are ten kingdoms that shall arise. In Revelation the
two horns are republicanism and protestantism. How shall we
explain that according to the law of prophetic interpretation?

7/2
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M C WILCOX
It seems to ma that the very limitations given.to those
two horns give us a different view from the ten horns of the
beast. He had two horns like a lamb. The Lamb is the symbol
of Christ. The lamb that had seven horns.. Perfection, here is
the great first quality. Two of.those can be used to apply to
civil power, and only two of, the great principles of Christ's
government can, and they are:equality of man, and the right to
believe or -refusal to believe -- religious liberty and. equality.
It seems to me the definition there, Two horns like a lamb,
shows that it is different from the horns of the beast.

He

didn't have two horns like 4 beast, but like a lamb. Those two
principles are found in Christianity alone of all religions, and
in the United States Government of all governments.
J N ANDERSON
Speaking of the matter of double fulfilment of prophecy,
how may we know there may not be three?
U C WILCOX
There might be three '
ANDERSON
Or four?
M C WILCOX
Or four.
J N ANDERSON
There must be a limit somewhere or else we would 13,3 lad
astray. I question the double interpretation. My study has led
me to believe that there can be only one fulfillment, but several

a
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applications. That one prophecy may illustrate other things,
but the pro)heoy looks to one event and one event only is
fulfilled.
M C WILCOX
Did not John the Baptist fulfill the type of Elijah?
J N ANDERSON
I agree in the matter of,a type, but that is different
from a fulfillment. Where one event becomes an illustration of
another, there may be more than one application, but when you
speak of one statement that is fulfilled entirely, to me that
is very different, and I should feel some difficulty in following the Scriptures in that way.
W V PRESCOTT
Was the,prophecy of Isaiah to Ahaz in the seventh of Isaiah
fulfilled to,Ahaz? No. Was it not fulfilled to Christ?
J N ANDERSON
Sly understwndtng to that would be that it was an illustration.
W W PRESCOTT
Then you wtll hive to change the wording.
J N ANDERSON
I think the tenor of his writing wculd explain it that way.
PRESCOTT
How about Matt. 18:71 8; "Well did Esalas prophesy of you,
saying, Thic,people draweth. nigh unto me with their mouth, and
honoreth me with their lips; but their heart is far from me."?
Was not that fulfilled in Isaiah's time?
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J N ANDERSON: The same truth is applied here, but the event
itself was fulfilled in Isaiah's time.
J W PRESCOTT: How do you deal with the scriptures when
they use the word fulfilled? Could you take it as it is?
J N ANDERSON: I think it means an application and not a
•
fulfillment in that specific sense. That is my conception of it.
The same truth is illustrated-in'both cases.
•C WILCOX: Do you not think there is such a thing as a

partial fulfillment to Israel, and then a plenary fulfillment?
J N ANDERSON: I would say that it may be if the wording
of the prophecy would warrant that.
M C WILCOX: The words are quoted in Uatthew three and
Luke three froth Isaiah, and also in John 1:19. John quotes the
very prophecy of Iaaiah and applies it hilzaself. He could not
have fulfilled the whole of that.
J N ANDERSON: It may have been:so large that he could not
fulfill the whole. I feel a difficulty if we say it can be
twice, it seems to me we have no check, and where shall we end?
If we let down the bare with that sort of interpretation, why
should we defend ourselves when the other man wants to take us
still farther?
M C WILCOX: That ia,true of the great facts. 4-4e—eat
thsii It seems to me that the very giving of the prophecy and
the plan of the prophecy itself, convey the correct idea. Take
Isaiah 40. "The voice of one,cryinm in the wilderness. That was
fulfilled at the first advent of our Lord. You may make the
prophecy broad and say it was fulfilled in Messianic times, but

1
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you certainly find a partial fulfillment of that in John the
Baptist, as stated in Matthew 3 and Luke 3. We know that the
fulfillment of that application comes now Just before his
second advent, because the very terms of the original prophecy
embraced both. I have never found any difficulty myself, not
have I ever found any difficulty.in convincing the outside people
to whom I have talked. It seems to me clear that there can be
the partial fulfillment in local conditions of the times of
the prophet or_ a little later even, and the plenary fulfillment
when He comes. .
61st
God
Take the 4;44 of Isaiah: "The spirit of the Lord is upon me;
because the Lord hath anointed me to preach good tidings unto the
meek; he hath sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim
liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them
that are bound; to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord." Be
stopped there and closed the book and said, "This day is this
scripture fulfilled in your ears." And yet we know that the vary
next clause, "and the day of vengeance of our God," is preached
now for this time.
A 0 TAIT: I think that principle only applies to a certain
class of prophecies, and that there are prophecies that can have
only one definite fulfillment, and I think there would be no
difficulty on that point. I think the point that Brother Ander—
son- makes there is a good one, that there are certain prophecies
that have a definite fulfillment, and only one, and that ends it.
W W PRESCOTT: Aren't we safe in using the scriptures
themselves when they all maintain one fulfillment as a fulfillment?
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A 0 TAIT: I was thinking in that connection of that prophecy
in the second of Acts where Peter says: "This is that which was
spoken of the prophet Joel." But it was only a part of the oropbecy of Joel which whk fulfilled then. The rest of it comes
on later.

BPF
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A. G. DANIFLLS: If it has not a double fulfillment, then
one fulfillment covers the entire Christian dispensation from
Pentecost to the latter end.
E.R. PALMER: I understood that in•presenting the matter,
Brother Wilcox, with regard to the double fulfillment of prophecy, you
limited it to Old Testament prophecy. Was that your intention?
M. C. WILCOX: Yes, that was it,--largely to the Israel -of old
F.W. FIELD: I *Ill ask Brother Wilcox why he did not include
the prophecy in Matthew 24 as an example of a prophecy with a
double application. Sister White makes that very plain that in
this prophecy the Saviour did mingle events with reference to
the troubles that were coming upon Jerusalem, closing with the
siege and destruction of the city, and events in connection with
the persecution that followed.
U. C. WILCOX: That would be, of course, a prophecy to Israel
of old.
J. N. ANDERSON: I had one little thought in my mind in, regard
to pentecost. Now it seems to me that that cannot be fulfilled a
second time. I understand (I would like to be corrected if I am
mistaken) that the Lord promised to send the Holy Spirit as a third.
person, coming ten days after the ascension of our Lord. And /
understand that person has been in the world ever since that time.
Now, that person can never be sent from heaven again, for Hs has
never been withdrawn from the world, so that pentecost can never
be fulfilled again. We cannot gay that half of the Holy Spirit
came then, and the other half will come later, because the third
person was sent then, and has been hers ever since.
M. C. WILCOX: That was the question that Brother Tait raised.
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Of course we all agree on the question of the double outpouring,
the early and the latter rain.
W. W. PRESCOTT: I think there are some features that should
be considered. I would like to have a broader consideration of tht
Question.
A. G. DANIELLS: We can divide the time tomorrot mating on the
study of this question, and it seems to me it is worthy of it. I
hope the- Bible teachers will be ready, and let us,make the hour very
valuable. We will now have the discussion of Brother Boilman's
paper presented this morning.
C. P. BOLLMAN: It.seems to me, Mr. Chairman, inasmuch as
there were quite a number of questions asked during the reading
this morning, I ought to be allowed to finish reading my paper.
There are only a few pages.
(There being no objection, Elder Bollman finished his paper.)
A. G. DANIELLS: Now, Brother Bollman, just state in a cord
or two what is your list of the ten kingdoms that meet the prophecy
of Daniel 7.
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C.F.BOLLMAN: Read the following, spoken of as
otne second list.n The Anglo Saxons, the Franks, the
AramanniFranks, or what we usually term the Alematini,the Burgundian
Franks, or what we usually term the Burgundians, the Visigoths,
the Suevi, the Vandals, the Catrogothe, the Bavarians, and the
Lombards.
QUESTION: Do the Bavarians take the place of
the Rerun?

(No answer given)
QUESTION: Which of the three were uprooted?
ANSWER: The Vandals,. the Ostrogoths, and the

Lombards.,.
QUESTION (G.B.THOMPSON): What former kingdom
does this Bavarian kingdom take the place of in the regular
list today?
C.P.BOLLMAN: That just depends on how you
think of it in your mind. I should say it took the place. of
the Huns. But really it does not take the place of anything,
because they have all changed.
VOICE: I suppose that it would, take the place
of the Huns years ago.
QUESTION: Did not theAlamanaltake the place of
the Huns years ago?
ANSWER: Yes, that is so.
C.P.BOLLUN: You can say that I take up this
book and put that book down. But suppose there are a whole
lot of books laying around, and there was a different
arrangement of the books, then it would be hard to tell what

OEM
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-book takes the place of another book. So it is hard to tell
just what people take the place of other people

So we have

several lists arranged. You say the lists are not
identical.-Nhatpsmticularsountry takes the place-of some
other country, I de-pot know.
VOIOEi' The query-was on the list and not the
territory.

QUESTION: Whit year was that list made up?

ANSWER: 533. This first list was made in 631
and hsfinde a Change had. taken place and he drops out the
Bernai and puts in the Lombar

A.O.TAIT: This list that you have given is the same
as the one we have been using the last twenty years, aside
from the Bavarians. You pat the Bavarians in the place:sof the Reruns The BerUli:ie the only one you hareAhrewlv
outof the list that
'whose been using for theilast twenty,
years, and you put,. the Bavarians in place of it.
C. P. BOLLS: In, a sense 'the Bavarians taksth
place of the Rerun..
A.O.TA/T;' I think that.So the sense in hioh I asked
the question.
O. B. BOLLUAN: It is a geographical proposition,

and as the change has taken place between Elliott's first
liit-and the second list, right in there; and in that sense

then Lombardo would take the place of the Heruli.
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VOICE:

I osn see more reason for throwing

Heru11 out than for putting in the Bavarians.

PROP. HOWELL3 That is just what I trained like to know ....
the reason for putting in" the Bavarians. - •
A map w40 then produced and Eider Danielle ported out
the-location of the various kingdoms aafoundteday.:
luta DANIELLS: I suppose Bavaria was about •
where it lean as planed on the msp.

This really gives two

of these countries to the Germans --the Alemennito the Germans
and the Bavarians. So it makes two of taese horns out of
one class of people, it seems tome.
ELDER DABIEMS% Hay I now ask that the Bible and.
history teachers give us a statement_ of lust what you are
teaching in the schools.

PROF._ SORENSON: I believe; brethren, that re have
a reel important paper before us this afternoon and:this-morning.

Sometimes, we may thtnb these things do not matter mac
they are not -essential to salvation. but they are vital.
The interpretation of prophecy is essential to savatien in
these last days.' But there is aCrusade-of opposition against
it, and an under—current among Seventh—day Adventists. exists
to put it away, and an attempt is made to wipe off_the slate the
entire program since the days of the apostles down to this
present time. The hope of the Lord's noon coming, the hope
we have stood for because of the prophecies, is the one thing,
the enemy is making great onslaughts against today, and when
we can come to concrete views of this question, and when we can
come to an understanding, we shall have reached the one thing,
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of importance in these last depts.- God has a great continuous
nessage. Every part has.ita bearing on some other point.
.1 have been very mush gratified as I hard heard these papers
today. These subjects have all been vital. Each links into
some other prophecy, and when one moves we move the whole system.
The thing. that impresses me in Elder Bollmanis
Paper is that first foundation principle he lays down, that
At is not a mathematical division of these ten kingdoms they mingle themselves and then get apart again; they strivewitteach-other, they black each other up;. and yet they meet
the specifications of the prophecy. While Cod. has determined_ ,

hew many them shall be, yet-in the-determination-otGod
there-is recognition of the right that man will exert themselves.
We all believe in sovereign rights and human freedom. That
applies to prophecy as well as to anything else. That is

one of the finest thiO6A.I ever got had ofmight mention
that as a denomination the question will be raised:by
people today, and by young people, of- criticising the
solid foundation of this whole question. We as teiohers meet
young people who are not afraid to say what theyvthink, and
we have to meet this question. Our friend, A. T. Jones, helped
to create thiS sentiment, perhaps not so much at the time
when he was in the church as since he has been ouflf the
church, but he drew logical formulas that were not true.
They were tremendously logical, bui; were not true,,and that is .
why they were accepted by some people temporarily. .We havebad

notions, and have had a fatalistic sentiment concerning a
thing that is not in harmony with the words of Scripture themselves.

01311
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That one idea alone in Elder Rottman's paper is a wonderful
point. to get hold of. I find young people who want
facts, who think for themselves, and who are not afraid
to talk back to the teacher; and we findsthis fatalistic
sentiment has crept in, and we muet meet it.
W. W. PRESCOTT: Ask:: question shout meaning
of ',fatalistic sentiment* -- next repOrtersnpposed -to take.

,41,03
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PRESCOTT: Just what do you mean by fatalistic setting of prophecy/SORENSON: I moan that these kingdoms "had to come." When God

speaks the things he has spoken will come to pass .- But in the,
prophecy of the Second Chapter of Daniel this is not always so.
This number of kings varies. Sometimes there nine *en , twelve
eight, and_ even fi oe...Giarlemagne reduced it to one, There is:
no specified =caber.
WILCOX: Is not this the plan. that there 'as one-time:when there
were just ten kingdoms?
SORENSON:

Yes, but ther e are two times the ten kingdoms are_

mentioned(?) Here is acopy of one of the mst recent and
most reliable maps (turning to map)- Here we hive the ten

divisions as referred to by Eld'r Bolin= in 533. re have
a d finite. ten, but there is still tehn: The Anglo Saxons,
Franks, Allemani (the Bavarians are not definitely segregated
yet) Oadoaeer ktscomf the Bur7undians,, Visigoths the Vandals,
Suevi and East Goths , and then there is a section °couple&
by the Siagri.
PRESCOTT: rhat.kingdom is °deeper?
SORENSON; I call it as it is named on the maps It is an

ag:regation of tribes occupying thiS section of the Roman
empire. You must remember that these ten tribes were s good
deal like our.Amerioan Indiana when the white people first came
over. They had no cities, no commerce or private ownership
in land, and therefore they could pia up and move from
place to place. They had no diatinot nationality.
y not call it the Herat, as it is mentioned
•
in history?,
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SORENSON;
Some histories do and some do not.
Here is this other mapElder Bollman referred to,

In the year 533. It gives ten kingdoms.
PRESCOTT: Do you teach that to your classes?
SORENSON: I do not directly, but in dealing with thia
subject I include the idea that there to a change; and yet there

is a t specified times ten kingdoms existing.mmte

I am not pre—-.

pared to reject the Herull as one of the kingdoms.
BOLLUAN: They were rot a kingdom at the time of the Pacaoy.

SORENSON: I use two lists in my teaching to show the
ten kingdoms at different.times. In this later list the Rerun
have gcne.off and the Bavarians have taken their places.
M. C. WILCOX: There was a time when there mese tea
kingsoms„ and right at that time there came up another--the
little horn—Is that the fAatalistic idea?
SORENSON: I do not think so. But there is a point in Elder
Bollmanse paper I would like to ask him about:. We say the
Sabbath was changed by the Papacy. Now the Sabbath was changed
before 533. So far as any change was ever - made--And. can ue break

that law until we bring the Papacy into the pronhecy of Daniel?
Is tharo any necessity of waiting until 533 before bringing
the Papacy in?
PRESCOTT: (to Sorenson) Are we to distinguish in this
question between the Catholic Church and the Papacy?
wASHBURN: The little horn became a monarchical power
at the time Justinian constituted the Bishop of Rome a manarbb.

11

C1COTT: Could you make a diatinotion that we h-id the
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Catholic Church which changed the Sabbath before we had the Papacy.
WASBURN: Yes
WILCOX; I would can it a_dominatiogpower of tee Papacy.
PRESCOTT:. Ifleads.us on to turther.prsOketim distinguish between
the-papacy as a monarchical power and the'Cntholic ClInrch.
Meat- We may distingui that the. Little Zorn is .not the
Roman Catholic Church.
SORENSON; (Pointing cut the list on tile map) Angle Saxons,
Franks, Illemmul„ Kingdom of Sersgrius (south of the
Franks)

VOICE; !hat do you mean by the kingdom of Seragrius?
SORENSON; It is that kingdom ruled by this man Seragrius who
governedthia territory.
not that a part of the Road Empire
SORENSON; Asps Is there any ground in provheay Lo 4how that
these kingdoms must necessarily be governed by barbarism
rulers.
barbari

propheoy doe* not esy the empire vas, overrun with
but it Ones say the eat It.pezial unity aas to

be broken up into ten parts.

(Gontinning reading the list): --Visigoths, Suevi,
Vandals, Oadoscer, East Gotha. Thus in 476 see the ::astern
empire extinguished. In 526 se have the list Elder Batmen refers
to, which is utill tea. It is the same erritory: (aesding)
Anglo Saxons, Franks, Alltmani„ augi ndians, Suevi, Visigoths,
Vanoals East Go hs, Bavarians, Lombards. In the :addle Ages
we come quite often across about tea kIrcdoLs.

PALMER: Might I ask Brother Sorenson whether in his teach
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he would emphasize the persistency of the diiision of the
Roman Empire according to the prophecy or whether he would
emphasize the continuance of e. definite ten.
SORENSON: When the Westeen Empire

:MS

broken up there

were ten. When Sustinian gave the Bishop of Rome power there
were ten, Theme were two different times in history when there
were ten. In ref teaching I do not emphasize, simply referring the
class to this feat.
WIRTH: I underauii that really there are two positions. If
we look at the. Homan Empire in 473, it. may tholude the' .
Herat, because Odoacer was at the head of world 9.ffairs there
in 476. Then the Heruli would be one

of the

ten kingdoma

While 21d.er Hallman says the -fferull-paseed. offs :.;1173c trta&SeL

action in 533, and we must eliminate tyem,

and

therefore brings

in the Bavarians, Is that rigatt
BOLLMAN: I

ttti nt

that is so.

WILCOX; Does not the very prophecy itself forbid the
insistence upon a staliThecontinuanos of the ten kingdoms
three are plucked up the prophecy does not insist th at there were
ten.
DANIELLS: would Brother Prenter like. to speak his opinion?.

PREMIER: I have been.teaching the last twenty years the
same list, and I feel to continue after what I have heard
this morning. The Heruli were made up of four tribes. As long as
we have been using the word "Heruli" it seems to me it would

bring

less confusion to the students if we were to go on using it.
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PALMER:
ight'l ask Brother Sorenson Whether in his'
•
he wale" wmPhesize the persistency of the aisision of
Roman Empire actcr5ing to the prophecy or whether he would
emphaaize the continuance of e. definite ten,
SORENSON: When the Western Emytie ,was broken up

here

were ten. Shen Justinian" gate the Bishop of Rome power there

wet, ten. There were two different times in history when there,
were ten. In tar teaching I do not. emphasize* simply tete ring the •
class; to thie Saul
WIRTH: I under tend the really there are . two
we look at the Ea ElaPing in VG, i t tarty knoludo
Heruli, because Odoeser wai at the head of world pffaira
476. Then the Heron would to one of the tan

dL

While Bider Ballusiut says the- Se:tat pus-ad- oft ;tire - •
action in 5.13, and we must eliminate tyem,
in the Batteries*. Is that right? •

B04,LUANt: 1,/ think. thet:di-eo
• ,Does not

PIBIELLSs
PUNIER:

Would Brother• Prosier like, to spook his opinion*?
I have be.en teaching the last twenty years the

same list, and I feel to continue after what I have heard.
•
this morning. The Herat were made up of four. tribes. Ati long ea
we have been using the word "iferull" it seem, to me it would. bring
less confusion to the students it we were to go on usibg it.
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DANIELLS: There were ten, and the Herai were on the stage of
were not among the ten
action, but the reason you s
- ay. thy;: Azeprsd out to 1”cause they dropped out before the Pcpnov was legally eetabliehed. But when
the -Empire sas broken up .in,f divided, ern before the time the
little horn cameap, the r.eruli

a: institute apart-of the .

division.

`Tae - point is this; .That there comes up another
,
little horn:before-the others or-among the others, and there
BOLLNAA:

are ten. we. must find ten in existence what the Little
horn comes up. I do not see how *e-Qan place the little
horn center than 547 (?)
W/RTH: 'I think that- Proieesoz CLivisasegave a-gOod that
from the Hebrew regarding that expression nooses UP befcre
the little horn, °, that etilcOrding to the Hebrew it iguisijait
emmessatitinmeans *came up in the presence or the tittle
horn,"--that is, that these three were plucked up and were not to
bebefore the Papacy in time but "in the presence. of * the Papacy.:_
oRTSCOTT: The little horn as a power changes the law, /
Now if we say the Sabbath was changed by the La0400ean °Duvall
satexfizealsepiatare in the fourth century, aid the little horn power
did not appear until 533 share are we on the changezof the law?.
VOICE;
VOICE:

Was there any papacy before 533?

PRESCOTT;. It was a horn power Not earlier than 533. But where
the pApac-51- changes the law. how Ad racy the Sabh,tth W7.1 3 ch:anged
as a climax in the Lsodicean Connell, but.that could not be
later than the fifth century.
01. 5
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DANIELLS: There rare ten, an_' the Her1:1i were on the stage 01469
were not amour the ten
4ay
1
action, but tbe rlasonyou
;1117 tent out is because they
dropped mit- hater, the ?e ox .3,7s lenity established. Hut when
2mie- broken-ur :M divided, even before the time - the

tho

littis h;.;:r. 2=2 op, the Etruli 414 o:Alstitute Omttof the
division.
£OLLiLLRt :The poiut is this: That there comes up smother
little horn before the others or onona-theothers, and there
are ten.

suss find ten in 4;xistsuss shah the little

bona comes up. I Co not

ate

how *e can place the little

born :Inflater than 537 0)
WIRTH: I' think that ?roibasc: Cavlismos

tilz-uGht

from the Hebrew rev„ratag that expression tie 6, up before
the little horn,'„ that s;:oci-ralts to the hebrew it lambast
mmessactiti—means *came up in the presence of the Little
horn,'--thst is, that those three were pludked up and were not to
bebefare the Papacy in time but nit the presence of u the Papacy.
cRTFCOTT1 The little horn

a powerOneness tne law.

Now if we say the Sabbath was ohangedby the Laouccean Council
astaxfisalxsptniza it the fourth century, and the little horn power
Aid not appear until 533, there are we on the changemof the- law?
VOICE: vas there any papacy be:ore 533?
PR"COTT: It was a horn power Bet earlier than 533. But where
es:arced
aciy tat) '21abl-eh
the rrupazy thongss the Lea. how
Out.th-:t coull not hs
as a ant:at - An the Laodicean Counaill
l~ far tban tho fifth century.

